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J.1 i>RAitY 
UNIVERSITY ()F RICHMOND 
YlRGlNIA 
Affectionately 
dedicated to 
those who yet proudly bear 
his name, eve r faithful to the best he 
taught t hem - His children. 
I 
Farmer's Son 
1 
On a, suntmer afternoon in 1839 a crowded and dirty 
2 
wagon might have been seen moving westward t hrough the 
quiet town of Fredericlrsburg, Virginia. Another family 
was moving from the overcrowded, unfertile farm flats 
of New Jersey to the fresh, black land of Spotsylvania 
'l\ County southwest of the Rappahanock river in north-
eastern Virgi nia . There were five children , ranging 
from a girl of nine years to a baby in the mother's 
arms. John Decker, t he father, was a tall, dark, beard-
ed man--the leader of the family. 
The trio had been long and tedious, but complaining 
voices were few because the family was used to work and 
diffic ulties. They were farm stock not far removed 
from ancestors of Holland, Scotland, and England. John 
was the son of a Dutch immigrant, Richard Decker, who 
had come to t he United States as a young man. His wife, 
Mary Kirkiff, had lived in this country for a longer 
ti me. Joh.;l, the first of their five children, was born 
September 12, 1807. He was the only one of the group 
who carried on the family name for of the other two 
1. According to an interview with Mrs. A. T. ·Ha rris, 
Fredericksburg, Virginia (hereafter cited as Harris), 
they lived at their first home two years. They moved 
to their next_ one in 1841 according to the Spotsylvania 
Deed Book) 'therefore arrived in 1839. 
2. See pp. 2 and 3. 
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boys, Nelson died young and George had no male descen-
3 
dants. 
At the age of 22 John married 21-year- old Letitia 
Budd Walker of New Jersey. Her father, John Walker, was 
the only son of Sir Isaac Walker and Prudence Matthew s. 
Sir Isaac came fro m England as a young man and died 
fighting for the colonies in the ba .ttle of Bunker Hill. 
Prudence had been kidnapped by pirates from an excursion 
boat off her native Scotland. She had .been sold as an 
indentured servant to a wealthy Philadelphia family. 
While serving there she met and married Sir Isaac who 
4 
bought her freedom for her. 
Their son, John Walker, married Isabelle Richardso n 
on September 1, 1803 . Their daughter, Letitia , was the 
5 third of six children; she was born on November 1, 1808. 
John Decker and Letitia were marrie d on February 19, 
6 
1829, at Newton, New Jersey, where they settled down 
to a life of farming. Not much is known of their early 
li fe ex~ept that the young couple were in very limited 
circumstances. They had to work hard and long to make 
ends meet. Any aristocracy t hat their blood may have 
borne ·was soon washed away by the stains of plain dirt 
farming. 
Before they decided to move southward five little 
ones were born. Caroline, born in July of 1830, was 
3. Harris. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Fredericksburg ce mete ry. 
6. John Decker Family Bible (l1ereafter cited as Decker 
Bible). 
followed by Nelson, Marshall Elton, Prudence Ann, and 
Mary Ann. Mollie, as this las t baby was nicknamed, 
7 
was born in December, 1838, so that she was only eight 
or nine months old when the family made the long 
journey into the Sout h . 
What brou gh t the decision to move cannot be de-
termined; probably it was just the old urge to better 
their position in li fe that brought them to seek new 
lands. The trip down cou ld have been made by train 
to Washington, river boat to Belle Plains on Potomac 
8 
Creek, and thence by stage coach to Fredericksburg. 
Yet it is hardly likely that a poor man such as John 
Decker could have footed the bill for six persons in 
this manner. Furthermore, farm animals and equipm ent 
had to be brought. The usual way for families to move 
9 
in those days was by wagon and thus it is probable t hat 
a wago n brought the Deckers to their promised . land. 
John Decker must ·have visited Virginia in the sum-
mer of 1838. It is said that at that time he visited 
Lexington and considered buying lands where Washington 
and Lee Uni~ersity now stands. He had started out 
10 
interested in mining and mineral wealth. Probably 
finding the land too expensive for his meager purse, 
7. Ibid. 
8 • . Interview with Mr. Charles Chesley, Fredericksburg, 
Virgipia (hereafter cited as C. Chesley). 
9.rnterview with Mr. George w. Lewis, Spotsylvania 
County, Virginia (hereafter cited as Lewis). 
lo. Interview vlith Dr. Henry w. Decker, Richmond, Vir-
ginia (hereaft er cited as H. w. Decker). 
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he turned northv1ard and chan ged his ambitions back 
to farming and timberlands. Thus he came to Spotsyl-
vania. The Kishpau ghs and the Harrises, northerners 
11 too, already lived in the neighborhood. He probably 
rented Broadie at that time for a man would be foolish 
to bring his family into a strange country with no 
farm definitely assured them. 
The rough lo g building into which they moved has 
been rep l aced by a lar ger fr~house which still stands 
in a nearly deserted pasture 12 miles west of Fredericks-
burg. Known throughout the re gi on as Broadie, the home-
stead was th en but a part of what it is now. Probably 
nothing but the cabin itself was stan di ng. althou gh there 
may have been a she d for cooking and another for the 
stable. The Deckers were re nting the place so that they 
might have a chance to see and learn the country before 
they bought a home. 
The first weeks were busy ones. There was plenty 
to do making ready for the coming winter. The family 
had little time to think of anything but their suste-
nance. The father tended to be an affable, changeable 
man although these traits were less evident as he grew 
12 
older. In his younger days he had been sgniething of 
a roustabout, but this was dimming now. Work combined 
with his wife's firmly guiding hand had toned him down 
11. Harris. 
12. H. w. Decker. 
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somewhat. Letitia was a lmost puritan)(ical in some 
ways. She would not associate with or be near any9ne 
she might think crude or vulgar. She did not like 
parties. In all probability she was not very soc1a£te. 
rhe Deckers were never considered the friendliest 
people in the nei ghborhood; this manner came lar gely 
13 
from Letitia's austere attitude. 
In spite of . this spirit toward the outside world, 
the seven persons were close l y bound into the warm heart 
of the family. In later years they were kn own for the 
way they stuck together throu gh thick and thin; this 
spirit was born and nurtured before the beginning of 
the second half of the nineteenth century. The parents 
were entirely devoted to their children--determined to 
give them every possible advantage. 
14 
Both parents were Baptists and in Spotsylvania 
they found themselves surrounded by Baptist churches. 
If they were able to go to church during the first 
months and years, they probably visited various churches 
deciding upon their preference. They did not officially 
join a church until August of 1843 when they became mem-
15 
bers of Piney Branch, a half o:::::=a. mile west of Broadie 
on the Catharpin road; it was known in the neigh bor-
hood as the Old Yellow Church. 
Broadie was their home through the winter and 
13. Harris, H. W. Decker. 
14. Harris. 
15. Piney Branch Minutes, Virgi nia Baptist Historical 
Society. 
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summer and on into the winter of 1840. John must have 
taken in the crops that fall and decided to move before 
the next season began . The first land he bought in 
16 
Virginia was purchased in February, 1841. Familiarly 
lmown as the "New Store tract", it lay in the corner of 
the Catharpin and the Orange Plank Road, noted for 
Jackson's famous flank movement at t he Battle of Chancel~ 
lorsville some twenty or more years later. The tract 
contained 548 acres of fields and timberland and cost 
the Deckers ~p2, 193. The purcha se f rom James P. Charters 
was made largely on credit and those first years were 
the only ones during which the family was ever in debt. 
The shift into the new home was made du rin g the 
winter. The 11New Store", as the house was called, was 
right in the corner of the two roads and at one t ime 
was an old inn or store of some description. It was a 
17 
much finer and larger place than Broadie. There were 
five large rooms downstairs as well as two smaller ones. 
The second floor was just a raised portion in the center 
with onl y two rooms in it. There was a large por ch with 
shelves around it still lasting from the days of the 
18 
tavern. · The out-houses were more numerous and included 
slave quarters and a mi lk house. This little, crudely 
shingled, frame structure is still standing at t he 
crossing of the two ro ads; the only original thing on 
the present property. 
16. Spotsylvania Deed Book . 
17. I bid . 
18. Harris. 
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It was into this home on the very edge of the 
Spotsylvania wilderness that a baby boy was born on the 
19 
mornin g of May 25, 1841. Dr. Sanford Chancellor, a 
member of the hi ghly respected Chancellor family of the 
20 
county, was the attend i ng physician. Walker John 
Decker was born in one of the dovmstairs ro oms of the 
21 
New Store. He was named, of course, for his mother 
and his father. 
The earliest days are void of record or recol l ection; 
we can only imagine how Walk, as the family was soon 
calling him, grew up. His family's fortunes were rising, 
but very slowly. At this time it is doubtful if John 
Decker held any slaves although he may h ave had a few, 
especially house servants. 
22 
Two years later ·1n 1843 the next son was born. 
That summer Letitia .decided she wanted to see her 
parents in New Jersey, and preparations for the trip 
were made. She took her infant son with her riding by 
sta gecoach to Quantico where she got a boat for Washin g-
ton. On the boat she had some trouble finding her bag-
gage, and a man aided her in fin d ing them and getting 
her arranged in h er room. He admired the baby and 
Letitia told him that the chi l d had not yet been named. 
"Why don't you name him f()r me?" the stranger 
asked. Letitia asked his name -and learned it was 
19. Declcer Bible 
20. H. w. Decker 
21. Harris 
22. Decker Bible 
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Ri chard Calvin Chandler. Her son was na med Richard 
23 
Calvin Decker. 
The young mother must have been attract ·ive lo okin g 
for another gentleman spoke to her abou t her pretty hai r. 
"It woul d bring a good pri ce," the man said musi ng-
ly. 
"Where cou l d I s ell it?" Letitia asked with a note 
of eag er nes s in he r voice. 
"I'l l buy it now if you rea l ly wish to cut it off," 
the gentlema n said. St ra i ghtene d as he r circumstances 
wer e , Letitia decided to se ll her hair to he lp wit h th e 
expenses of the trip. The hair was cut off then and 
24 
ther e and sold to the stranger. History does not record 
if i t was Mr. Chandler who pu rcha sed the hair although 
that seems likely. 
wben she arrived home on the tra in , anothe r gent le-
man gave her a r ide in his bugg y to her father's farm. 
Her father came to t he gat e saying as she bega n to ge t 
down, "La dy , let me hold your chil d. " He had not even 
recognized hi s own daugh t er! The fou r yea rs of toil 
in the South and the loss of he r hair must have c·ha nged 
her a great deal . Beauty pa rlors were scarce in those 
25 
days . 
We have no record of he r return journey although 
she was certainly back by the fourth Sun~y in Augus t 
23 . Intervi ew with Mrs . Perry o. Thompson, Fr ede ricks burg , 
Virginia (he r eaf t er cited as Thompson). 
24. Thompson, Har ris 
25. I bid . 
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fqr it was then that she and her husbt i.nd were recei"ved 
into the membership of the Piney Branch Bapt i st Church 
26 
of the Goshen Association. They were received by letter 
evidently from their home church in New J ersey. Pastor 
Jos .eph A. Billingsley welcomed them in the name of the 
congregation. He is an important man in this story for 
no other person seems to have held more influence over 
the Deckers and over son Walker in particular during 
27 
t h e early days. 
It is worthy of note that the ye ar in which the 
Deckers joined Pi ney Branch was the first year that 
Mr. Billingsley had preached there ; his ministry had 
started earlier in 1843. Mr. J. W. Herndon is record-
28 
ed as the moderator and minister before that time . 
This probab l y means that the new family in the com-
munity joined directly under the personal influence 
29 
of Mr. Billingsley as soon as he became pastor. 
They seem to have i mmediately become an important 
part of the church. The recQrds show that not more 
than four or . five men attended the average church 
meetings, yet all throu gh the minutes, now extant, John 
Decker was absent from very few of these. In November 
of the year he became a member Mr. Decker was asked to 
cite a Richard Bawling to appear before the church to 
answer a complaint that he had indulged in too much 
26. Piney Branch Minutes. 
27.Taylor, Virginia Baptist Ministers. Fourth Series . u. 188. 
28. Piney Branch Minutes . 
29 . I bid. 
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30 
"ardent spirits". This was a task that was not dealt 
out lightly in the early churches and giving it to a new 
member showed considerable confidence in him. 
Rev. Billingsley must have trusted his young 
member considerably. The Pastor was noted for his 
strong feeling on the matter of intemperance. This 
will be noted later in the case of the Test churches 
splitting from the Goshen Association, but Mr. Billings-
31 
ley was a strong believer along those lines all his life. 
John Decker must have given u p any inclination toward 
the drinking of his younger days to have held 'the respect 
of such a man. 
Walker grew up in a strong religious atmosphere. 
We have no mention of daily worship in the home but this 
would seem probable. The father steadily assumed more 
responsibility in the church. In 1845 he was sent to 
the Goshen Association meeting as a representative of 
32 
the Old Yellow Church. This was something of an honor 
since only three church members from each place of 
worship could attend. Again in 1847 in the company 
33 
of Mr. Billingsley, he attended the meetings. 
Carrie, the oldest of the children, was probably 
away from home going to school; she was fifteen. She 
could not be taught at home for her father was a hard-
working man with no time to spare and her mother was 
30. Ibid. 
31. Taylor, loc. cit. 
32. Minutes of the Goshen Association Meeting (hereafter 
cited as Goshen), September, 1845. 
33. Ibid., September, 1847. 
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34 
uneducated. It was John Decker ' s aim to give her the 
best education he could afford so that she would be able 
to instruct the younger _chi l dren when they were ready 
35 
for school . 
The month after John Decker returned from his first 
association meeting his eighth child was born. Lucy 
36 
Isabe ll e Decker was born on October 25 at . the New Store. · 
Records are few and far between during this period. 
In all probability there was nothing of interest to re-
0ord. It was a humdrum, even dul l, li fe. The cro ps had 
to be planted and then harvesten .. Fredericksburg was 
probably the height of the chi ld ren's dreams of a place 
to visit. Church life was their only form of recreation; 
their only ppportunity to see or visit with the nei gh -
bors. Marsh and Nelson worked with the ir fathe r and 
his growing groups of slave hands . Carrie was away mucll 
of the wi nter . The younger childr en helped around the 
house,and so it went day into day, and month into month . 
On one occasion callers. came down in the evening 
to visit Letitia and he r husband. There were fairly 
near nei ghbo rs all around them. Others lived up on the 
Orange Turnpike and it was from that busy pathway that 
these v.isi tors ca.me. Letitia had heard s t ories of the 
Turnpike and she did not like them. It was busy with 
wagons and teams hauling wheat from the Valley of Vir-
ginia to Fredericksburg and the Potoma c. Inns and 
34. HarrisJ Letitia B. Brockman , Lahore , Virginia (here-
after cited as Brockman); Spotsylvania Deed Book . 
35 . H. W. Decker 
36. Decker Bible 
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taverns were frequent and the boisterous li ving of the 
teamsters and their men Yrns noto rious. 
It was quite an event to have visitors and,for all 
of her austere manner,Letitia must hav e ·been honored. 
As her guests were leavin g though, ~he said quite 
casually that they must never expect a vis it from her 
37 
on the turnpike. There was too much whiskey and care-
less living there to suit her moralistic fancy. It is 
no t reme mbered whether t h is b lunt outburst cut the 
Deckers' calling list, but it certainly must have done 
38 
so . The best peop le were known to live on the Plank Road. 
Thelr neighbors and friends included the Bullards, 
39 
the Chan cellors, the BO\vmans, and the Perrys. · It was 
to the Perry place that the children remember going 
40 
11to borrow a chunk of fire." Matches were a luxury, 
and fires had to be steadily maintained. 
·Marsh and Nelson as boys went to a private school 
at Chancellorsville called the Pettits' school. At one 
time during their life they were also tau ght by Mr. 
Melzi Chancellor who was a respecte d minister in the 
41 
area; he served many years as the clerk of Spotsyl-
vania County. 
Durin g WaJ.k's earliest days he remembers a case of 
scarlet fever. Dr. Chancellor, by this time established 
37. Harris. 
38. H~ W. Decker/. 
39. Ibid. 
40. ifarri s • 
41. Ibid. 
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as the family doctor, took care of him and he came 
through with no serious after affects. The date of this 
sickness is uncertain, but he was pr0hl"lhl.y three years 
42 
old. 
As a child Walk lived a happy outdoor life - one 
that fitted him for the ardours of the terrible war he 
v,as soon to live through. He recalls a great oak tree 
whic h is still standing a little way down the Plank 
Road from his house. The children playe~ through its 
low br anches and swung onto the road from its limbs. 
It was covered with a grapevine which alwa ys brought 
43 
more fun and stomac h aches in the early fall. 
When he was alittle older, one day he was playing 
11horsey 11 with Dick. The boys took turns riding on 
each other's backs around the first floor of the old 
inn. He was on Dick's back when t h e younger boy stumbled 
and slipped dovm. Walker fell over a door jamb and broke 
his nose. It was a bad break and the evidence of the 
44 
fall was p lainly visible all through his life. The 
sli gh t disfiguration spoiled his prof i le, but it was not 
too not_,t~~able fro m directly in front of him. 
In the early summer of 1848, the proud father and 
mother had the honor of seetng their oldest son and 
second daughter baptized together by Mr. Billingsley. 
The ceremony took place in Mott's Run, a. 11 ttle creek 
42. H. w. Decker. 
43. Paper written in childh<)Od by Walker John Decker 
(hereafter cited as Decker), 
44. Letter from Decker to :Marys. Chesley (hereafter 
cited as Chesley), April 7, 1886. 
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emptying into the Rapp_aj}._~ock and bordering property 
which the father was soon to own. They were taken into 
the church books along with his father; from then on in 
the book wherever John Declcer's name appears, his son's, 
45 
Marsh , stands beside it. 
Just a month after this event, the last additio n 
to the family was born. Emily Irene Decker came into 
the ·world · at the New Store when Wall{ was seven years 
46 
old . That made nine children in all; a fine family 
it was, indeed! Little wonder that John and his good 
wife worked so hard to make things better for them. 
In the fall of that year, the stout, gray walls 
of the New Store looked down upon one of the happiest 
days and evenings of the Deckers' life there. Carrie, 
the eldest child, had returned from school engaged, 
and now she was getting married. John W. Goodwin of 
Orange County was wedded to the eighteen-year-old 
47 
bride in her father's home. Probably Mr. Billingsley 
performed the nuptials although there is no record of 
this. Sister Ann, just twelve years old, was the proud 
48 
and happy bridesmaid. 
It was a big wedding and everybody in the neighbor-
hood was invited. Among the guests were the Chancellors, 
the Bullards, the Chartterses, the Applers, and the 
Purvises. Supper was served to the crowd; the barbecue 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
Piney Branch 1Unutes. 
Decker Bible. 
Orange County Marriage CeJ:>tificates, 1848. 
Harris. · 
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dinner made a big impression on Dick. He said that it 
"was no hand - out affair" . Pink and white rock candy 
topped off the "t ea r i ng down supper". The newlyweds 
stayed at the New Store that evening and the next day 
went up to Oran g e to begin their lon g and happy life 
49 
together . 
Behind thei r happiness was~ strange note of 
family discord . Slight though it was,it was there . 
Letitia did not want to have a big party with all the 
trim.mings . That was not her idea of a good send-off, 
bu t Mr. Decker insist ed on the gay occasion because the 
neighbors all around had been so nice to the ch i ldren. 
They had been entertained often and widely with no chance 
50 
to repay the courtesies . The wedding supper and party 
gave them a chance to be hosts and h ostesses. 
Carrie ' s weddi ng must.have been something of a 
disappointment to the father for he had carefully 
planned the best edu cation possiple for her · so that 
she might teach the younger ones. No sooner was she 
home than she was married. 
By this time the family ' s fortunes were definitely 
on the upswing . John by this time probably owned about 
51 
12 negro field ha nds. He was aiming at what seems to 
us a crude and CFuel plan. All the field hands were 
big women which he had purchased at the Fredericks burg 
49 . Ibid . 
50 . Ibid . 
51. Ibid . 
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mart with the definite idea of raising his own ne groes. 
His stand on slavery was that it was all right ex cept 
fo r the selling and breaki ng up of families it i nv olved . 
He determined to raise his own fam i lies and keep them 
unbroke n on his pla ce . He had one negro woman who was 
very mean and easy to anger . Ellen, as she wa.s ·known , 
refused an opportunity to wor k in the house and de -
manded field work; this started John on the idea of 
fema l e hands. Ell en did not pro ve a good worker even 
in the field and so she was sold - the only negro the 
52 
Decker~ ever sold . 
Letitia was violently opposed to slaving but was 
for c ed to reco gniz e it because they could not survive 
economic ally without it . She took pity on Ellen, but 
received only curses in reply for her attempted kind -
nesses . When the woman was so l d, the Deckers kept her 
young son, Henry , and made something of a household 
friend out of h im. He slept in t he kitc hen and did odd 
53 
jobs around the house . 
Henry go t al ong finely wi th the children of the 
family . He, Walk, Dick, Mollie, and Ann were s t eady 
companions for years as children. They p layed to ge t her 
and went to scho ol tog et her. Henry , the co l ored boy , 
54 
was the boon companio n of t he two boys. 
Mr. Billings ley made a deep impression on youn g 
52. H. w. Decke r. 
53 . I bid . 
54. !'51a. 
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Walk. He spoke of him oft en in later life and wrote a 
55 
beautiful tribute to him. Wal~, in his la ter days as 
a minister, used to love to te li how he often had to 
"hand onto th e seat to keep from slidin g strai ght to 
- -~ 56 
hell when Brother Billingsley was exhorting." As a 
youngster he attended a revival servi ce,better kn own 
in those days as protracted meet ings; it was under the 
gu ida nce of Mr. Billingsley and the baptizing, whi ch 
always follows such a meeting, burned itself into the 
young boy's mind. A few days later his fat he r ~~u~~t 
him getting rea dy to baptize young Henry in the neighbor-
ing Po river. John ni pped this desire in the bu d and 
soundly scolded Walk for get tin g such notions while ex-
plaining to him the seriousness of baptism and the fact 
that only ministers baptized people. This is the first 
57 
recorded min isterial instinct Walker sho wed. 
Walker remembered his dad as being very changeable, 
sometimes stern and unyielding; on other occa sions , 
ge ntle and forgiving. Never did he recall his father as 
58 
a happy or carefree man. John Decker was showing 
hi s advancing years as he settled dovm into church 
life and under the burdens of a lar ge family. Through 
it all he proved himself a smart and capable business 
59 
man. Starting out with very little, the family never 
55. Taylor, loc. cit. 
56. H. w. Decker. 
57. Eleanor M. Decker, Lahore, Virginia (hereafter cited 
as E. M. Decker). 
58. John W. Decker, White Plains, New York (hereaft er 
cited as J. w. Decker}. 
59. Surmise from later records of sales and purchases 
{Spotsylvania Deea Book) and final will (Spotsylvania 
Will Book, 1878). 
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felt the pinching hand of want except in the cruel days 
toward the end and after the Civil War. 
Walker remembered watching the great burdened 
wagons of the turnpike . The busy tide of traffic nrust 
have seemed marvelous to the little fellow who lived 
on a much quieter road within sight of the gaping 
wilderness . He also re membered a churn the y had at the 
New, Store which was pulled by a dog. When regular 
churni ng day came around, Letitia's appearance with 
the cream would send t he dog into hasty retreat. He 
never failed to hide under the big porch and it was 
always Walk's task to go in, get him out, and hitch him 
60 
up. 
In 1851 when Walk was ten years old, the first 
rea l sadness struck the family. On June 20 Nelson , 
in the prime of his youth at 19 years of age, passed 
61 
away. He had a comparatively mild case of dysentery 
62 
and died rather suddenly . It must have been a severe 
blow to the family group, and we can be sure the father 
missed his aiding hand in the fields. Nelson was buried 
right on the place f or it was not until years later that 
his brother purchased a lot in Fredericksburg cemetery 
to which his body was moved . A sno wball bush grew over 
his grave, and the spot where he was buried is still 
visible today. 
60. H. W. Decker. 
61. Fredericksburg cemetery. 
62 . Harris. 
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Walker and some of his younger sisters first 
attended the Roge r's Pine school house which was half-
way up the Plank Road toward Chancellorsville. The 
schoolhouse stood not three hundred yards from the famous 
bivouac point where General Robert E. Lee las t saw his 
faithful lieutenant, General 11Stonewall 11 Jackson. The 
maestro of the little school was an eccentric gentlem an 
by the name of Tom Downer. All that is reme mbered of 
him was his proficiency with a Jew's harp which was his 
63 
const ant companion. 
Walk found school rather easy ; the three R's came 
to him without much struggle, but he did not pass the 
elementary sta ges un til much later. For instance, some 
of his writing at a slightly later date shows t hat his 
spelling and voca bula ry were fairly go od whi le his ideas 
64 
on punctuation were nil. It was not under Downer's 
gen ial car e t hat he grasped any ins piration to learn more. 
It was here in h is boyhood days that Walk fell in 
love with little Mollie Ferneyhough. She seems to be 
the only one he car ed about all throu gh the Civil War 
and for several years after that. It was his great est 
pleas ure to s t udy out of 'the same book with Mollie; it 
happened more than once for books were scarce. Mollie 
lived at Broadie, t he Decl{ers' home during the first year 
or so, and so Walk had plenty of chances to go home with 
63. Harris. 
64. Letter from Decker to Letitia B. Decker, Probably 
January 2, 1864. 
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her and carry her books--the carrying of a girl's books 
was something of an honor in those days. It was a sign 
to the aspiring young lovel:' that all was not lost. 
Walker did not assume his fu ll share of the duties 
on the farm during his school days. He. kept his hands 
66 
rather white while Marsh worked fair:1:-y hard . Of course, 
none of them had back -breakin g lab.or to carry for the 
slaves did most of the work. Walker told . in later life 
of going out barefooted after the cattle on some of the 
cold and frosty mornings of early winter. He remembered 
standing on the spot of ground where the cow had been 
lying to keep his feet off the half frozen earth and 
also to warm them up a little before he started home . 
One evening when the sun was nearly set, Walk and 
Dick went out tog .ether to get the cows. They got about 
two hundred yar.ds into the woods when all of a sudden 
the most inhuman noises broke loose from the foliage of 
the trees overhead. It was like some terrible scream 
or groan. Both boys promptly took to their heels heading 
homeward . Walk was considerably in advance of his 
younger brother who was slowed dovm by a stone bruise. 
Walk made it all the way home. hollering c onstantly, "HeJ.p, 
father, help 1 Run , Dick, run !11 Upon parental investi -
gation Marsh was discovered in the tree branches enjoying 
67 
his little joke hugely. 
65. H. w. Decker. 
66. Ibid. 
67. Brockman . 
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The family's thrifty ways and hard-won crops were 
beginning to show dividends. Mr. Decker bought the Redd 
place which was adjacent to the New Store tract on 
October 2, 1851. The 338-acre addition which included 
a small lo g cabin known as the "Cotta ge" cost $800 
68 
which was paid in cash at the t ime of the purchase. 
Sometime during the ensuing two years, John Decker 
exhibited his business acumen by skillfully avoiding a 
pi tfall into which many southern landown ers were to fall. 
His decision was nearly forced upon him by a bad epi-
demic of diphtheria among his family and his hands. 
Mose of the children of the female negro workers died 
because of lac .k of proper attention. There was no way 
aid could be got ten to them. The district!s one doctor, 
Chan cellor, was probably busy mornin g , noon, and night. 
Ten or twelve negro children are said to have died in 
69 
the poorly equipped, little slave quarters. 
Added to this loss of life, John Decker saw the 
coming struggle over slavery looming in the offing. His 
slaves had been far from profitable when costs and deaths 
were added in. He and his wife, always a source of 
strength and good sense, made their decision to sell the 
workers and put the money in to land . Mr. Decker seemed 
70 
to have a powerful land hunger eating within him. Wherever 
a patch of woodland reared its green head in Spotsylvania 
68. Spotsylvania Deed Book; 1851. 
69. Harris. 
70 . H. w. Decker. 
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County, John .Decker was sure to see it and measure it 
as an investment. He nearly 'bough t the Cat herine 
71 
Furnace tract of a thousand acres or mor e . Up to the 
days of the war when the Catherine Furnace Road, a log 
track in the wilderness, became famous it had been knom 
as the Decker road because it bordered the Decker place . 
The plan went throu gh and t he slaves were sold 
except for a few house s ervants among whom was Henry , the 
darling of the household. That move meant much to the 
Deckers later in life. 
Walker had diphtheria at the same ti~e. It was a 
severe case, more than Letitia could handle although 
she was used to t he minor illnesses of the children. 
Dr . Chancellor, later lecturer on anatomy at the Univer-
sity of Virginia, gave what time and skill he could, and 
after a very close call, the twelve-year-old boy recovered 
72 
and was soon his normal self. From then until .long 
after the prime of life Walk was a completely healthy 
boy and man. We have recorded only a few cases of colds 
and flu to hold against his health record. It was a 
sturdy breed -- that Dutch blood he bore in his veins. 
For reasons unknown and unrecorded, the Piney Branch 
church seems to have shut its doors about this time, the 
winter of 1853. The references to it stop entirely 
73 
in the Goshen Association Minutes and its own records 
71. Ibid. 
72. rb id. 
73. Goshen, 1854. 
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after 1850 have been lost. This collapse left the 
Deckers without a church, but with a pastor; Mr. Billings-
ley stayed in the community. Tt, was "largely through 
74 
his influence" that Zoan Baptist Church was organized. 
The membership was made up of persons from all the 
surrounding churches such as Sale m, Wilderness, and the 
75 
Old Yeller Church. They had a .church building, poor 
though it was, even before they were recognized by the 
Association. It was located on the Orange Turnpike 
about four miles east of Chancellorsville. 
"Two newly constituted churches, Oakland, in Louisa, 
and Zoan, in Spotsylvania, applied for admission into 
the Association, and were received in the usual manner ••• " 
John . Decker was one of the delegates to this, the first 
meeting at which Zoan was represented, and it was he who 
took the ri ght hand of fellowship back to the new con-
gregation. Zoan was admitted by the meeting at County 
76 
Line Church in Caroline County in September 1854. 
The family had picked its final church home.fop as 
1.oue a~ thia life shall l&gt • 
In later life Walk vividly remembered one a1'ter-
noon in midsummer of 1855. He and his father were 
grinding an axe on the hand stone at the back of the 
place when a real estate dealer ca.me out from Fredericlcs-
burg to go o.ver the New Store preparatory to selling it. 
74. Taylor, op. cit., p. 187. 
75. Harris. · 
76. Goshen, 185f,. 
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Walk a ske d why they were to sell the only home he had 
77 
known and received an evasive re ·ply. The reason for 
the sale must have been that John Decker s imply wanted 
to ge t a higger and better place for h i s growing family. 
Through the sale of the old place and the sale of his 
slaves he had the money with which to buy another home. 
By Jan uary 1856, the transaction had been completed; 
the hou.se was to go to a gentleman from New Castle 
County, Delaware, by the name of Samuel Frazer and to 
his son~in-law, John H. Alrich, also from New Castle. 
All the New Store land and part of the Cottage tract 
went to the two northerners for a total of $10,500. 
None of this came in cash; it was secured by several bonds 
78 
given by Alrich and Frazer. 
Moving day in the dead of winter must have been 
a madhouse for the Deckers. Luckily they were not 
planning to go far and the transfer could be ·effected 
over several days . The new home was the Cottage on 
79 
the old Redd tract; later when the narrow guage rail-
road came through and John Alrich had bought the Cottage 
and put up a new home, it was called Alrich 1 s Crossing, 
a name familiar in Spotsylvania today. 
The Cottage then was hardly pretentious; two ro oms 
upstairs, two rooms down, a porch on the front and a 
80 
leanto on the side was all the lfttle log dwelling could boast. 
77. 
78. 
i8: 
H. W. Declrer. 
Spotsylvania Deed Book, 1856. 
Harris. 
Ibid. 
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It was only temporary, but, even at that, it is hard 
to understand how the numerically and sin?,ly large 
Deckers could all get in . Above the kitchen was a loft 
where the boys probably slept under the eaves. As in 
many old Vir g i nia homes, the kitc hen and this loft were 
81 
separated from the 11b ig house ". 
Life at the Cottage was not as pleasant as at the 
New Store. Their lands were not as wide and not as 
good ; they had to fight to bring crops from the ground . 
That must have been one of their hardest years and 
certainly it was the last one of any real difficulty, 
for from then on, they were comfortablv and securely 
housed in their new place which is known in the family 
as "Gravel Hill" . 
Mr. Decker, nmst have started dickering for this 
brand new home soon after they left their anci~n..c inn. 
In late December of 1856, it had not yet been finished, 
82 
but the decision to purchase it was reached. This time 
they were north of the Ora nge Turnpike on the very banks 
of the Rappahanock about five miles above Fredericksburg 
close to Bank s ~o r d . The home itsel f was set high on a 
hi ll which seems made of solid gra vel. It was a good 
farm, bearing ric h lands within its 475 acres, and cross-
ed by several streams, the la rgest of which was Mott's 
83 
Run. 
81. Ibid. 
82 . H. W. Decker. 
63. Spotsylvania Deed Book, 1857 . 
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The contract with Henry Robinson was closed on 
the third of Janurary, 1857. 'I•he price for the seemin~-
84 
ly ideal property was $ 3,000 in cash. No sooner had 
the bargain been sealed than the majority of the family 
moved in even before the house was properly finished. 
Mr. Declcer decided, however, that the cattle had better 
not be moved dur i ng the dead of winter for there was 
snow on the ground and i t was bitterly cold. Walk and 
Diclc were l eft in charge of the animals on the Cottage 
place; t hey were to drive them up in the spring after 
the roads were cleared and the family was well settled 
85 
i n the new home. 
It must have been a keen disappointment to the 
young men not to be able to move into the new place; 
t h e Cotta ge was none too attractive. But then they must 
continue at Downer's school, and it was closer from the 
Cottage. Also they must have admitted to themselves 
that it was almost exciting being left out on a farm all 
alone in the winter time. Henry, the colored boy and 
their inveterate companion, stayed with them and did 
86 
the house work. It proved not too bad, but they were 
g lad to get bac k to the home fire and table in late 
March when they made the trip. 
The rest of the family which had moved up to 
Gravel Hill had no easy ti me of it either. The house 
84. Ibid. 
85. H. w. Decker. 
86. Letter from Williams. Chesley to Mary A. Cauthorn, 
January, 1857. 
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was unfinished, and they put on the plaster themselves. 
Their hands were red and sore from the lime and the 
87 
cold weather thr ough many days of work. Father John 
put i n an outside staircase to one part of the upstairs 
for t he men. ThP.r.e was no connection to the other part 
of the second floor which was kept for th e lad ies. The 
ladies' staircase went up on the inside. To go from one 
side of the upstairs to the other, one had to come down 
88 
and go up again. This oddity was just another one of 
John's strange, unexplained ideas. 
One side of the house was brick and t he other was 
frame. There was a wide, long por ch on both fr ont and 
back and the kitchen was in th e basement. The house was 
different, to say the least, bu t it was large and well-
equip ped for t he times. The barn and other smaller 
sheds around the p lar.~ were in good condition. 
Walker, now sixteen years old, was coming out into 
full manhood. He began to take his full share of the 
work. The lack of slaves probably kept the family at 
it for long hours. Father Decker was lucky indeed to 
have the three youn g backs upon which he could lay 
many of his burdens. 
Their work branched out into many fields. Often 
they found it necessary to visit the Stafford side 
of the river, and so the boy s built a flatboat. Bringing 
87. Harris. 
88. Interview with Mrs. Florence B. Decker, Richmond, 
Virgin i a. 
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a horse back from the other oank one day , they had a 
little accident which was to be repeated often in later 
years . The horse ju mped out of the boat and started to 
swim toward shore. Walk, who had never swum a stroke in 
his life, lea ped in after him in an effort to guide him 
to the right point. No sooner was he in the water than 
he found he could swim. He got the horse's bridle, and 
it was not long before they were back on shore at the 
89 
home place. Fordin g or swim..~ing icy streams with horses 
and equipment would be"old stuff" to the boys before 
they were through the bloody days of the Civil War. 
That fall (1857) John Decker again represented 
Zoan at the Goshen meeting -- this time at Mount Carmel 
in Garoline County. Zoan, Hebron, and Flat Run churches 
were becoming angered by some of the principles of the 
90 
Association as a whole at that time. It was over the 
matter of liquor and its r ela tion to the church that the 
struggle started. In the three meetings between 18 55 
and 1857, those churches had queried constantly con-
91 
cerning matters of doctrine . The dissenters considered 
the Associat ion 's answers fa r from satisfactory, and the 
rift was growing. Not only was John Decker the first 
man to represent Zoan; he was al::io the last man, for in 
1858 the ways of the Test churches and the Association 
92 
par ted. 
89. H. w. Decker. 
90. Goshen, 1857. 
91. Ibid., 1855 -57. 
92.I'6id.., 1857. 
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It was in th i s same autumn that Marsh probably 
started teaching in the little log school house near 
93 
Salem Church. He was 23 years old and had something 
of an education at least enough to teach the young-
er children of the neighborhood. 'Nalker, Dick, Mollie , 
and Em were all students at the school; that i s, they 
attended the school. Walk could not have really had 
his mind on his work or he would have learned more. 
Many things were · running thr ough his mind those days. 
He must have been thinking of marriage and a home of 
hi s ovm. Mollie Ferneyhough was still very much eli-
gib le so far as he was concerned. It is · hard to tell 
when he first thought of the ministry as a profession. 
The urge to serve people as their pastor probably came 
to Walle during t he Civil War. It was then that he 
first saw the suffering and the real meaning of life . 
As a boy he worked and played hard,in all probability 
neglecting the use of his brain c onsiderably. 
One of Mr. Decker's ventures these days was some-
thing of a hauling business. The Gra vel Hill place 
95 
was always noted for the fine horses they kept , 
and it proved easy to sell t he use of these teams to 
nei ghbors vn10 needed hauling done . The boys would do 
the dri vin g for t he ir father was always dubious about 
lending horses out of the family. He could trust the 
boys to handle them well. 
93 . H. w. Decker. 
94. Harris . 
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A contract to carry a large boil ·er from Fredericks -
burg to a feeble gold mine west of Cat herine ' s Furnace 
furnished thA hoys a stiff task . Four teams of horses 
were hitched to the wagon and Dick rode the lead horse 
while Walk drove . As they were approaching a bridge 
made of pl anks laid onto crossing timbers , the check 
line got caught under the tail of one of the second 
pair . The horses veered to one side and as they moved 
onto the bridge, they were way off center so that the 
boards went up on one side and way down on the other . 
The boiler did not go over , but it was threatening . 
'rhe horses sensed the danger and were trembling with 
fear . Walk crawled over the horses backs and released 
the check line and guided the frightened animals to the 
96 
center of the bridge. ~he boiler and the teams were 
saved . 
Henry Robinson sold John Decker four or five 
hundred more acres adjoining the Grave l Hil l tract 
97 
during the winter of 1857 for $4,375 . This mean t that 
John held al l the land around Mott ' s Run and it also gave 
him an old water mill loc ated :m the upper reaches of the 
stream. The purc hase also included the house which was 
to be known e~ Fountainbleau or Fountain Bl uff late r in 
the Decke r annals . The new land stretche d a l l the way 
to . Banks Ford along the Rappahanock and gave the fami l y 
a ve r i t able plantation of over 1, 000 acres . 
;s . H. w . . Decker. 
~7. Spotsylva n ia Dee_d Book, 1857 . 
Waste was never a part of the Decker policies, and 
so soon the old mill was working. Dic k and Walk ground 
corn there tn the evening and went to school and worked 
98 
on the place in the day. They used to l oad the mill 
with corn and then fall asleep; w.i:len the .corn had run 
through, the different tone of the 6rinding stone would 
aw·aken them . In less t han no time , the fresh ground 
meal would be stored at the 11big house" and the boys 
would be sound asleep again, but this time in their 
99 
own beds . 
So far as young \'/alk was concerned, one of the 
most unpleasant duties at Gravel Hill was selling the 
farm produce in Fredericksburg. They used to t ake in 
vegetables and meal to peddle through the streets . He 
fou nd the classes with which he traded penny -pi nching 
100 
and mean. It was hard to get your rightful' due from them. 
In 1858 the Test churches finally decided that they 
could no longer proceed with their association. John 
Decker, by this ti me a l eader of his congregation, was 
101 
one of the leadSrs of the Test Baptists . It was t heir 
doctrine that a man could not be a member of the Baptist 
church and taste whisl<:ey at the same time. The Associa-
tion said that only the most inveterate drunkards should 
be excluded from the church although they agreed that 
liquor in the church should be fought constantly with 
98. Brockman . 
99 . tt. ·w. Decker . 
100.Ibid. 
101.Piney Branch Minutes. 
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moral and religious pressure. At Lower Gol d Mine 
Church in Louisa County, the Association iss ued the 
following proclamation in September, 1858 : 11The reply 
to Hebro n , Flat Run, and Zoa.n Churches (formerly of 
this AEsociation, but since the last session of this 
body having united to form a New Association), is a.s 
fol lows: 
11 
'We can bu t regard the course pursued by these 
churches in the formation of a New Association as ir -
t'egular, and discou r teous to this body •••• It is not 
Ju r province to grant them le tters of dismission •••• 
We cannot in any manner whateve r fraternize with that 
103 
body. '" 
Thus the Deckers ' church broke its ties with the 
· 104 
organized Baptists not returning until 1896, long 
after the last of the Decker family had left the area . 
105 
The Zoan Church Minutes up to 1894 are missing so 
that complete records cannot be obtained , and we can 
only guess that the family grew in importa nce in the 
church until they went to t he Church Eternal . 
In the spring of 1859, Walker reached another mile -
stone when he was baptized in Mott's Run on his father ' s 
106 
place by Mr. ~illingsley . He was then eighteen yea rs 
old , considerably more advanced in yea rs t han the ot he r 
children when baptized. This may be accounted for by 
102 . Goshen, 1857 . 
103 . Ibid ., 1858 . 
104. Ibid., 1896. 
105 . LeE"'ter from Ir ving G. Mason to J ohn L. Decker, 
July 12 , 1942. 
106 . Taylor , on. cit., Fifth Series , p . 255. 
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the fa ct t ha t he took it more seriously,or it may be 
accounted for by saying t hat he did not have any interes t 
in the church or the . church work until that time . It 
seems to me the latter conclusion is more lik ely. 
Sometime during this era , a Mrs . Bowen, who with 
her husband was boa rdin g at Gravel Hil l, ga ve the pl ace 
a new name . "Auntie Bee", as the children called her , 
first saw the house when it was afreshly painted , dull 
107 
red , and she referred to it as the "Red House ". 'J: ' ,h e ( 
name stuck , and though a new home now stands on the spot, 
a gray - painted buildin~, it is still often called the 
Hed House . In the narrative it will be called by bo t h 
names alternately as the family did . 
I!Iarshall, the young professor of the family, had 
been "a-c ourting 11 for quite a while by the spring of 
1860 . The object of his af f ections was Miss Apphia 
Ellen Duerson , the daughter of the patriarchal "Uncle 
Danel 11 Duer son, the Deckers ' next door neighbor f ur the r 
up the Rappahanock and the rive r road . marsh and Ellen 
10 8 
were mar ried on December 4, 1860 hardly dreaming in thei r 
blissful happiness of the terrible storm that was to break 
around them and all but envelope them. Mr. Billingsley , 
the Deckers ' constant guide, was on hand to perform the 
109 
cere money in the big house high atop the Gravel Hi ll. 
107 . Harris . 
108. Spot sylvania County Marriage Licenses , 1860. 
109 . Harris . 
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Marsh was teaching at Salem a t the t ime and kep t up his 
te aching there until the war broke in to his routine. 
The young peop le live d at the Red House until Mar sh 
went into the army when Elle n moved back to her home 
110 
to care for he r aged fat her . 
110 . Ibid. 
II 
Rider Under the Stars and Bars 
Isolated as it was by poor transport , terrible roads 
and the complete lack of ra pid communication, the Red 
House could hardly be called a center of violent poli-
tical controversy at any time. If ever that was true, 
it must have come during the years of 1859 and 18 60 while 
the whole natio n quivered in its las t throes before the 
great conflict that was about to break. John Brown 's 
abolitionists had raided the arsenal at Harpe r' s Fe rry 
1 
almost touching off the spark in October of 1859. A 
thrill of expecta t ion ra~ through Virginia and the entire 
_Sou th; 1 ts echoes must have reverberated even through the 
wilderness of Spotsylvania County • . 
South Carolinians were saying that war was inevita b le ; 
the deciding line was reached when Lincoln , the black 
Republican , was elected president in 1860 . Seven states, 
not inc ludi ng Virginia, had taken the bold step of se-
cession before the first of February of the next year. 
On the fourth of February, the government of the Confederate 
States of America was formed, and on April 12, 1861, Fort 
2 
Sumter fell to the secessioni~ts. The war had begun. 
Virginia was the fir3t of t he final group of souther n 
states which joined the Confederate States of America 
1. McClellan, The Life and Campaigns of Ma'or-General 
--J.E~B. ·s .tuar.t he r eafter cited as Stuart , pp. 28-30. 
2 . Morison and Commager, the Growth of the American 
Republic , I, p. 544. 
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3 
and the southern union was complete by July of 1861. 
Thus, like it or not, the Deckers were caught up into 
a maelstrom of activity as the men of Virginia began to 
pre pare for the expected Yankee invasions. John Decker 
was probably closer to neutral in the · struggle than 
being on either one side or the ot her . A Yankee by 
4 
birth, his adopted state a l ready meant much to him. 
The slave question did not P,nter the final decisions 
as much as the feelin gs of one way of life against 
5 
another . Mr. Decker, approaching 54 years of age, would 
not be called upon to fight and so a final and definite 
decision for him was not necessary . 
For his boys it was another matter; but for his boys 
the choice was easy . Their · young lives had been nurtured 
in Vi rginia; all they knew was Virgi n ia; and everything 
dear to them was in Virginia . Their course was clear--
they were rebels . Mr. Decker did not resent this fact 
although he was often accused of northern sympathies . 
He was ready to support his son s in whatever decision 
0 
they might make . 
The 20 - year - old Walker was the first of the three 
to decide. H!s fighting blood was up. The fierce ~alor 
of the Stonewa l l .Brigade at First Manassas in July had 
swep t through Virginia like wil dfire. Probably without 
3 . Ibid., p. 545 . 
4. H. W. Decker. 
5. Morison and Commager, op. cit ., p . 548. 
6. Harris . 
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a second thought, without a glan,ce back, as soon as 
he could get away .from the farm, Walker answered the 
call of the Stars and Bars . Many of the young hotbloods 
of the South were fearful lest the war ·should end be-
fore they could ge t a swing a·t the "damn Yankees". 
About the first of August, 1862 , Walk probab ly left 
home wit h a rifl~ and some clot hes headed for the in -
fant ry camps. When he got there, t he terPible disorder 
and slovenliness of the brigades recruiting at full 
speed gave him a shock. He had expected a neat encamp-
ment of white te nts and uniformed officers. Instead 
he found a disor de red rab ble. No sooner did he arrive 
7 
and look around . than he turned and headed homeward. 
It must have ·oeen ha rd to expl ain to his dad why 
he had come home, but when Wall{er announ ced pr ompt ly 
t ha t he had decided to join the cavalry; · the matter 
was cleared up. This time he started out on horseback, 
and t h e next time he appeared at home, he was a private 
in the cava lry of the Army of N~rthern Virginia. 
The cavalry ca mp, lmovm as Camp Salvington, was on 
"" the far side of the Rapp~Qck but very near _Fredericks-
burg . Walk enlisted on -August 12 as a private with pay 
8 
of $24 a month. His unit was the 9th Virgi ~ia Cavalry 
under the command of Golonel John E . Johnston and Lie u-
tenant-Colonel W.H.F. "Rooney" Lee, son of the future 
7. H. w. Decker. 
8. Confed erate Records (hereafter cited as Records), IX, 
July 1-S ep te mber 1, 1862 , Vir ginia State Li br ary. 
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commander - in - chief of the Army of Northern v1·rginia . 
R.L.T . Beale, to be made a brigadier - gene r al in . the 
9 
clo sing days of the war , was the majo r. The 9th Vir -
gin ia is knovm in Confederate annals as the "Mercer 
Cavalry ". That name appears at the t op of al l the 
10 
official report sheets . Young Decker joined CompanyE 
of Spotsy l vania County under the command of Captain 
Corbin Crutchfie l d . The r e wer e in al l ten companies 
al l recruited from nort he aster n Virginia ex c ept for 
11 
Company G of Lunenburg . 
Wal ker must have found the first year of army life 
dul l and hard to bear . Ar my regi ment ation and r egula -
tions are hard on any young civ il ian , but fo r this boy 
of t he country and the out-of - doors it must have been 
near torture . The main difficulty as Walk and his 
companions saw it was that they did not have any figh t-
ing to do . They were aching to strike, but it was not 
12 
until June of 1862 that they saw any real action. 
In the meantime , days and months were spent training, 
recruitlng, and pre pa r i ng along the banks of the Rappa -
hanock at Ca~p Potomac and Camp Salvington . All through 
that time they felt ready and wi l ling . The reports 
of the 9th show them to be in good cond i tion a l l around. 
Discipline was always marked ve r y good on the re por t 
blanks . Military appearance was usually very good or 
9 . Beale, History of the 9th Virginia Cavalry (he r eaft er 
ci t ed as Beale) , PP • 149 -1 62 . 
10 . Hec or ds . 
11. Bea l e , pp . 150-1 77 . 
12 . Ibid. , p. 16 . 
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excellent; arms never fai l ed to rate the comment , 
13 
" In good condi tion 11• 
Sometime during t he first days of February , Walk 
14 
got his fi:rst promotion; he v1as made a third sergean t. 
In this advance he skipped al l the way from . private 
throu gh several r anks (corpo r al, 6th, 5th, and 4th ser -
gean ts) to his new post . Such a jump is an indication 
of only one thing; the young soldier had al~eady won t he 
confidence of his superiors, for he had no money to buy 
t he post and. was not a close fri-end of any of the army's 
higher officers . Even the first months of practice 
warfare must have steadied Walk somewhat. It is probable 
that in those few months he aged cons ide rably . His 
twenty-first birthday surely found him much more mature 
in judgement and settled in hi s decisions than his 
twent i ~th birthday had left him . 
It was probably at t he insistent call of Ser gean t 
Decker that Mars h and Dick finally de cided upon joinine 
the cavalry . It was hard for Marsh to leave his y~ung 
wi f e and Letitia probably thou ght of Dick as her baby 
boy, bu t the new dr aft call was loomi ng over their heads . 
They did not want to serve in the inf an try which was the 
15 
only choice when drafted. Marsh c rone first on the 
eleventh of February , 1862, and Dick th r ee days late r. 
They joined up as priv Etes at Camp Boulware in Ess ex 
14. Ibid . , n . d . 
15 . H. w. Decke r. 
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County immediately becoming members of the Mercer 
16 
Cavalry and the Spotsylvania Company. 
Walk's first real fight lived the longest in his 
memory of those many in which he engaged through fo ur 
17 
years of war, and well it might for it was probably the 
most brilliant action in which he was engaged . Briga-
dier-General James Ewell Brown Stuart, recently appointed 
to the command of northern Virginia's cavalry, le d ·the 
daring horse raid of 12,000 hard-riding rebels around 
18 
the rear of McClellan's entire army on t he peninsula . 
Starting as a reconnaisance exploit, it proved a full-
fledged raid for the ga llan~ Stuart came back burdened 
with 165 prisoners and more than 200 horses stolen from 
19 
the invaders . 
Stuart us ed discretion in s elec tin g his 12,000 and 
they were the cream of the ho rseback fighters of· that 
20 
time. Seven of the Mercer's companies were chosen and 
put under the command of Colonel W. H • . B. "Rooney" Lee. 
The expedition started out on the twelfth of June and 
t he men hardly left their saddles until the fifteenth 
21 
when they were safe back in Confederate lines. 
The ride was effort to learn McClellan's strength, 
and in that it succeeded finely whereas its other results 
16. Heco rds, n. d. 
17. H. w. Decker. 
18. In terv ie w with Fife Lumsden (hereafter citedas Lumsden), 
Locust Grove, Virginia. · 
19. Stuart, p. 67. 
20. Freeman, R. E. Lee,hereafter cited as Freema n), II, 99. 
21. Beale, pp. 17-21. 
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were far beyond expectations. In general outline, the 
troopers rode north from Richmond to Hanover Junction; 
there they tur ned east and rode to Old . Church, _ Tunstall' s 
station, and t he. great Federal supply depot at the 
White House on the south bank of the Pamunkey river; 
then, southward they spurred toward the Chickahom iny _ and 
through Charles City Court House; finally, west along the 
northern edges of the Union held White Oak Sw~mp and into 
22 
Richmond. It was a bre a th-taking feat, and it estab-
lished Jeb Stuart as a great cavalry leader. 
Just after the riders ro de throu gh Hanover Court 
House on the twelfth they encountered some pickets of 
the Fifth New York Dragoons. Companies Band C of the 
9th dismounted and charged in skirmfsh line forcing 
them back across the marshy Totopotomoy ·Creek . The 
Yankees formed agai n on the far side just at the foot of 
a bridge that led across the creek. Stuart personally 
took command and "withou t hesi tation charged the enemy 
with Crutchfield's squadron of the 9th Virginia. This 
squadron consisted at that time of the Mercer Cavalry, 
from Spotsylvania County, Company E, and the Essex Light 
·23 
Dragoons from Essex County, Company F. 11 Crutchfield 
was not on the raid, and so the command of the squadron 
of two c ompanies devo lved on Captain William Latane of 
24 
F. 
22 . Stua rt, pp. 52-66. 
23. Ibid., p. 56. 
24. Ibid. 
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The column charged across the bridge in fours. 
Wa'lker Decker and Fi fe Lumsden of Company E were in the 
first ra.nl<: of the charging men with Captain Latane about 
twenty feet out in the lead. The Federal force opened 
fjre and at the first shots Latane fell instantly, his 
body torn by eight ba lls. Walker and Fife, swerving 
their horses apart to keep from riding down their fallen 
commander, led the charge vii th flashing sabers into the 
ranks of the Yankee dragoons. The New Yorkers fled, 
but their discipline held, and again they whirled into 
line; aga in the Rebel sabers flashed, and the horses' 
25 
hoofs thundered down upon the enemy. l'his time the 
Union men fled to turn no more . Company E had won its 
firs .t skirmish under the eye of Jeb Stuart himself._ 
From then on .they were affectionately known as the 
26 
"Charging Squadron 11 • 
Walk always told of the incident at Tuns tall station 
when the boys in g rey tried t o stop a train with their 
carbines. The engineer just put on steam and had no 
27 
trouble making his getaway . 
The Chickahominy was terribly swollen when the 
riders reached it, tired and hungry, at dawn on the 
fourteenth . Colonel Fitz Lee led an attempt to swim 
the river, but although he reac hed the f ar shore, he 
had so much difficulty in doing it t ha t he decided it 
25. Lumsden. 
26. I bid . 
27 . J. w. Decker. 
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would be impossible for the .entire command. He swam 
28 
back and joined St ua rt on th e northe rn bank . All the 
bridges were out and the us ual fords were impassable. 
The timbers of an old bridge were reported a little 
farther down stream . On checkin g them , Stuart set his 
pJ,..,.s 
engineers to work on11for a new bridge. The cavalry 
leader was very nervous, one of the few times he ever 
showed it. Usually Jeb was the dashing picture of gal -
lantry and s ood cheer, but the worried lines in his b row 
29 
could no t be erased at this time. 
Corporal Henry Hagan on .his own set to work with some 
comra des to re l ieve the situation . He pulled dovm an old 
barn , and before dark he had the bridge readied. Re-
porting triumphantly back to Stuart, he said, " General, 
your bridge is ready. Your dr q,.@g men will show you 
- 35 
their picture in t he morning." The entire command 
crossed and th e bridge was destroyed . 
At Charles City Court House the men got their first 
sleep in 36 hours and t hen it was just on the gr ound 
with each man 's bridle on his arm. None had eaten except 
for a few captured articles, and mos t of t he men were 
31 
famished. To top off their troubles , it began to rain. 
A day later the raid was nothing but a glorious 
memory fo r they had successfully eluded the Yanks at 
28. Stuart, pp. 63-64. 
29 . H. w. Decker. 
00 . I b id. 
31. Beale, p . 21. 
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White Oak and ridden into Richmond triumphantly. Com-
pany E went back into their encampment on Mrs. Mordecai's 
32 
farm on t he Brooke Turnpike. 
In late June Sergeant Decker had his first chance as 
an individual to serve the confe derate cause. G:en~ral 
Stuart had been requested to send a trustworthy man to 
the north bank of the Chickahominy on the Old Telegraph 
Road to await a sealed dispatch. It was a message from 
-Lee to G.eneral T. J. Jackson ordering h im to come to 
Richmond to take part in what developed in to . the Seven 
Days' Fighti ng around Richmond. Walker was selected to 
carry the ·message. 
At the appo i nted place in the early evening of 
JunA 25, Walk received the sealed orders from one of 
General Stuart's aides and was ordered to carry them 
to Jac kson 's headquarters somewhere near Ashland. Walk 
was surprised on hearing this for he thought Jackson was 
still in t h e Valley of Virgi n ia repelling a Union invasion. 
He was ordered to deliver it in person. 
· Reaching Jackson's headquarters with no difficulty 
he found Jackson seated in his tent takin g supper. He 
handed the message to an adjutant and saw him take it to 
Jackson. That night he ate with the infantry of the Stone-
wall Brigade and in a few hours was marching toward Rich-
33 
mond· at the head of Jackson's column . 
32. Beale, p. 23. 
33. This entire story came from H. W. Decker who heard 
it from Decker. Decker was reminded of the trip by an 
incident similar to it in one of J.E. Cooke ' s novels. 
He thought Cooke was probably the aide bringing the 
message. 
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He .found his ovm cav al ry re giment had marched up 
to meet Jackson and placed himself on the left flank 
of the advan cing column as they moved into the Batt le 
of Mechanicsville . 
During these Seven Days the cavalry did not have any 
particular part to play except guarding flank s and lone -
34 
ly outposts. One brilliant feat in which the 9th took 
part was the ca pture of the grea t Federal supply base 
35 
at Vlhi te House on the Pamunkey . The home was the per -
sonal property of Colonel "Rooney " Lee , and so the 
9th was particularly interested in dislodging the enemy . 
They were too late to ke ep t~e fires set by the retreat-
ing Federa l s fro m nearly ruining the pla ce. Stores 
were scattered about in great and abundant profusion --
somethingalrea dy strange in Virginia . The troops were 
hungry and filled t heir haversacks . Walker , thi nking 
t hey would be there for several days, filled his bag 
with sugar and lemons to make lemonade ! It had been 
so long since he had had any . The .bugles cried "To 
ITorse !11 and t he sq uadrons were soon on t he road again, 
neve r to retu rn. Young Decke r reported afterward that 
he nearly starved to death trying to live off of lemons 
36 
and sugar for the remaining four days of the fighting . 
We can be sure he was not as hungry then as he was many 
a time la ter on. 
04 . Beale , p . 28 . 
35. Stuart , p. 78 . 
36 . H. w. Decker . 
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"The gr~at battles around Richmond were over, and 
McClellan's shattered army lay toilworn and beaten upon 
the Jrunes, resting under the shelter of the guns of the 
37 
fleet. 11 
It was during this fighting that we nave the first 
sign of war weariness from Marsh whose letters to his 
wife are still preserved. On July 5 he wrote, "I pray 
God that this iniquitous war ma,y soon be brought to a 
close. Oh, it is a terrible thing for enlightened 
38 
people to war with each other." Marsh was unquestion-
ably t h e deepest t hinker of the three at the time. 
39 
He was a stron g member of the church and the superin -
tendent of the Sunday School at Zoan. He was very 
serious and often through the war we find him morose 
and bitter. He took everything very hard. 
11The three Decker boys" were well-known throughout 
the 9th Virginia. They always rode abreast at the head 
of their company while it was on the march because they 
. 40 
were the biggest men in it. Walk had reached his full 
height of 6 fee, 3½ inches, and was big of bone and 
41 
frame. The other two v,ere also well over 6 feet tall~ 
Their weight and size made them great cavalry fighters 
for it tal{es strength to wield a saber, their chief 
weapon . The instrument itself is not overly sharp, 
~7 . Beale, loc. cit . 
38. Letter from Marshall E. Decker to Ellen E . Decker 
(nereafter ·cites as Marsh to Ella), July 5, 1862. 
39. I bid ., June 20 , 1860. 
40. Lumsden. 
41. Interviev1 1,•lith Mrs . Bernard Kube, Spotsylvania County, 
Virginia. 
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and the only way in which it wreaked real .havoc .was when 
it was swung by a powerful man riding at full speed on 
a charging horse. Such a blow could cut through a limb 
or split a skull in one swing . Walk was noted for hi s 
ability with this deadly tool of war and muc h of i t came 
t hrou gh his size as well as 1'rom his powerful back and 
42 
shoulde r s . 
The next r:iove ment of t he regiment was up through 
Orange in to Culpeper County . Marsh was le ft at his 
br other - in -l aw ' s place in Orange at Thornhi ll where 
43 
he was sick with jaundi c e . H.s ~iste r, Carrie Goodwin, 
nursed him back to health and hA rejoined the company 
about the first of September . 
Stuart's command reached Auburn i n Fauqu ier County 
as it was getting dark on the tw en ty-s econd of August . 
A negro guide volun te ered to take a re g iment di r ectly 
into Pope 's camp at Catlett Station that evening and 
the 9th Virgi nia was chosen for the hazardous mi s sion . 
It was raining hard and a ful:'ious s tor m was rolling in 
from the mountains when the troop ers set out in the pitch 
44 
blackness . 
As they neared the station a password was decided 
upon so th at they coul d tel l f r iend from foe and the men 
were ordered to draw their sr1ber s. They moved a fe v, 
hundred yards further and th(3 order 11 Charge !11 was heard 
42. Lumsden . 
43. Mar sh to Ella, Augus t 22~ 1862 • . 
44. Stuart , p . 94. 
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above the shrieking of the wind and roaring thunder. 
The drenched riders dashed forward screaming th e famed 
45 
Rebel yell , 11Woh- who -- ey ! who --e y 1 who eiy !11 
The darkness was so i ntense that they did no t lmow what 
they were charging , but forward they went soon finding 
themselves in a practically unguarded encampment of 
tents . The destruction began hurriedly so tha t the work 
could be completed before the terrorized Yanks could 
rally in t he darkness and counter -at tack . Eve r y tent 
was looted and s t ores \yere destroyed . They tried to 
start fires in the tent city, but the rain was far too 
heavy. G:eneral Pope I s hat and coat were t.aken alamg 
with most of his personal possessions and all of his 
46 
orders and roll-books. 
Within an hou r the Confederates retired to the 
highway and reformed their squadrons, gat hered their 
ca p tured materials and stolen horses, and retreated 
47 
to Auburn at full gallop . Walk never forgot the black-
ness of that night , the thrill of the charge, nor the 
drenching rain that soaked everything ; the raid on Cat-
lett ' s station was one of the high points of the war 
48 
fo r him . 
General Lee ' s next move was the fira t invasion of 
49 
.Maryland. The 9th Virginia was part of the Seco nd 
45 . Bea l e , pp . 31 - 33 . 
46. Ibid . 
47 . Ibilf l. 
48.J. w. Decker. 
49.Freeman, II, 350. 
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Bri gade now commanded by Brigadier - General Fitzhugh 
50 
Lee. Their colonel was still the beloved 11Rooney 11 
Lee. Stuart ' s command moved into .Maryland by way of 
Edward ' s Ferry on the Potomac near Leesburg after the 
51 
main army had already gone in. The cavalry's ma.in 
task was to ?rotect General Lee ' s right flank from 
Washington as well as to act as the eyes and ears of the 
army giving information on all the enemy ' s movements. 
In wi-dely separated cavalry batt l es this function was 
carried out completely. The men of the 9th engaged in 
many skirmishes striking fear into many a Union heart 
with their terrible saber charges . 
The movement , :is a whole was not successfu l and 
after about te n days in Maryland, Lee began retiring on 
52 . 
the thirteenth of September . The cavalry played a 
particularly spectacular part in the rearguard action 
as t he Confederates retreated towa r d Sharpsburg. In 
Boonesboro a stand ha d to be made to keep the attacking 
enemy vanguard from reaching the infantry. 11This diffi -
cult duty devolved upon Colonel W. H. F . Lee and the 
9th Virginia Cava l ry ." They charged through the streets 
of the town and brilliantly threw t he enemy back . Union 
sentiment in Boonesboro was strong and Lee found his 
men surrounded by hostile citizens firing from their 
homes into the streets . 
50 . 
51 . 
52 . 
53. 
Beale , p. 34. 
Stuart, p . 110. 
Ibid. , p. 123. 
~•, P • 125. 
53 
The cavalry retreated to the 
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fields just south of town and there ch arged the Yankee 
riders again . Colonel Lee's horse fell in this charge, 
and he was overridden by his brothers in arms . As they 
54 
retreated they had to leave him senseless in the road. 
A third charge in an effort to pick him up £ailed, 
and he had to be left to his fate. The Yanks evidently 
did not notice him for a few hours later he re gai ned 
55 
concio usness and crawled back to the rebel lines. 
The bloody battle of Sharpsburg or Antietam Creek 
did not conce rn cavalry, and the records of the 9th Vir -
56 
ginia show that they stood by and watched t he engagement . 
It was Fitzhugh Lee's brigade wtiich covered the final 
retreat across the Potomac. 
From this time until the Battle of Fredericksburg, the 
cavalry was not outstandingly active . As McClellan, and 
later Burnside, moved into "irginia, the horsemen ·harried 
their flanks throu gh Loudon County and in ::>ther areas , but 
no serious enga gements were fought. The 9th on October 31 
made a particularly bri lli an.t charge and capture at Mounts -
57 
ville for which they were cited. 
On the tenth of November the cavalry was reorganized 
and "Rooney" Lee was promoted t t o brigadier - generalship. 
Alon g with the 9th, the 5th, 10th, and 15th Vir gini a 
cavalry and the 2nd North Car olina cavalry were assigned 
to his brigade . At this time R. L. T. Beal e was pro -
54. Beale , pp. 39-40. 
55 . Ibid. 
56. Ibid., P• 41. 
57 . s"Eu'art, p . 170 . 
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rooted to colonel and given the Mercer Cavalry command. 
Soon after the middle of November the 9th moved 
into winter quarters in Essex County for refitting ana 
59 
rest. On December 12, they were sent to the Battle 
of Frede ri cksburg and stationed on Lee 's right flank 
at Hamilton 's Crossing, but they did not get in any 
60 
fighting. Their bivouac at Hamilton 1·s Crossing was 
just behind and to the right of the position of the 
61 
guns of Major John Pelham's Stuart Horse Artillery. 
58 
Major Pelham was a gallant daring young officer of great 
courage with absolute disregard for his own personal 
safety. Walk was greatly i mpressed by the way in which 
he handled his guns as the blue waves tried to sweep 
across the flats from the pontoon bridges. Sergeant 
Decker long remembered what he often called the most 
beautiful thing he ever saw--the gal l ant charge of Burn-
s:i.de's Federal le gions. The figures stretched along 
"n the RappahW1~ck as far as the eye could reach moving 
forward in pe rrect union seemingly unswerved by :·:the 
terrible curtain of fire thrown down by Confederate 
62 
muskets and artillery men. 
On December 20, Walk was promoted to second sergeant. 
The next spring the Federals wer e soon hammering at the 
Army of Northern Virginia and the campaign which ended 
at Chancellorsville began. The cavalry of the Union at 
this time was under the command of Bri gadie r-G ene ral 
George Stoneman. His orders from General "Fighting Joe 
63 
58.Ibid., pp. 186-182. 
59.7reale, p. 54. 
61. Stuart, map opp. p. 190. 
62. H. W. Decker. 
60. Ibid ., pp. 56-57. 63. Records, Nov. 1-Jan. 1, 186~ 
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,y\, 
Hooker were to cross the Rappahan~ck to Morrisville , 
ride directly south until he was halfway to Richmond 
and then swing 13ast, t;hus cutting off Lee's men in 
64 
Spotsylvania from Richmond . 
The brigade was ordered to Culpeper and a few days 
later v1as camping on the farm of John Bot t s near Brandy 
Station. This body of men wa s the only thing stand:1:ng 
between Stoneman's 11,000 and the completion of movement . 
The first move to cross the river came from Gregg's 
division which tried to cross on a railroad bridge near 
Kelly ' s Ford . The 9th and 13th charged the bridge head 
and the Yankees retired hastily . The river rose because 
of rains in the mo~ntain and several other enemy stabs 
were thrown back by the cavalry men. "The bold action 
of two small ~avalry re giments, aided by a swollen 
stream, thwarted th@ plans of the Federal commander and 
delayed for a fortnight the advance · of the Grand Army 
65 
of the Potomac ." 
While Hooker was being thrown back with a jo lt at 
Chancel l orsville, "Rooney" Lee's brigade was ordered to 
take care of General Stoneman and his ef fo rt s . The 9th 
was based on Gordonsville and made several sal lies 
from that point. The first was to Trevi lli an 1 s Station 
to prote ct the railroad from Stoneman 's ri de rs. On 
another occasion they marched into Goochland County 
and there singularly enough the E Company of the regi-
64 . Stuart, p. 219 . 
65 . Ibid., p. 224. 
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ment met again in hand-to-hand saber fighting with the 
5th New York Dragoons which they had met and worsted 
formerly on Totopotomoy Creek. By the end of May the 
campai gn was over. Stoneman had recrossea the Rapidan 
and Hooker lay on the north bank of the Rappahanock 
66 
lickj_ng his severe wounds. 
On June 8, in the fields around Brandy Station near 
the Merce r Cavalry's ca mp!ng place on Botts' farm in 
Culpeper, a great cavalry review was held for General 
Lee . 11Lee put Traveller at the gallop , pas t the long 
front of the first line of gaunt cavalryme n . They were 
clad in tattere d butternut or gray, but they made a 
gal lant showing with their burnished sabers. Three 
miles Lee rode, by flags t hat bore the names of many 
battles. Then he turn ed and ga llop ped three miles 
back along the second line without a pause •••• Then it 
was the cavalrymen's turn. Wheeling into column at the 
sound of the bugle, they ga llppped past at the charge, 
Stuart riding at their head with his blade at fierce 
67 
point. 11 It was a ga llant sight fit for any of the 
to urn ament fields of old and hardly foreboding~ the 
deadly fighting ahead. 
The next day before the gray mists of dawn had risen 
from the water, Federal cavalry and infantry units were 
68 
pouring across the river at Beverly's and Kelly's Fords 
66. Beale, PP• 62-66. 
67. Freeman, III, p. 30. 
68. Stuart, p. 289. 
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and on those very fields before darkness brought the 
blessed re sp ite fourteen hundred men had los t their li ves. 
The battle of Brandy Station or Fleetwood Hill was t he 
69 
greates t cavalry engagement of the entire war. The 
troopers of the Union were trying to break Stuart's riders 
for good and all. The main objective was Fleetwood Hill , 
a promontory at the head of a little ridge, on the northern 
end of which stood Barbour's Hill. The Mercer Cavalry 
was stationed an Barbour's Hill, and it was that position 
they held throughout the entire day. Stuart himself was 
leading Hampton's brigade in charge after charge upon 
Fleetwood and he left "Hooney" Lee to hold his left with 
70 
the men of the 9th. 
Beale 's men made three distinct charges and engaged 
in some of the most terrible saber fi ghting of the entirt 
war. At least four regiments of Yankee cavalry tried to 
t ak e the left hill, but every t ime they were re pulse d. 
Just before the final charge General Lee came up and saw 
t :ne enemy forming for another try. At the brow of the 
hill he waved his saber and cried to the men,"Forward! 11 
At that i nstant he fell wounded, bu t the men charged and 
71 
swept the blue coats from the field. 
Stuart sent a messen ger saying, "The General sends 
his thanks to Golonel Beale and the men of the Ninth 
for gallant ry in holding the hill, and if you will hold 
69. Freeman, III, 00. 
70. Stuart, pp. 264-290. 
71. Beale, p. 68. 
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it five minutes longer he will send reinforcements." 
Fitz Lee's Brigade was moving down from Oak Shade. They 
were never needed t hou~h for as they appeared in the 
distance , the final Rebel charge and yell swept the 
72 
field; the Yankees were fleeing toward the river. 
Stuart ' s riders had proved again that it was not their 
rag ged clo thing that counted; it was their burnished 
sabers . 
The stage was set for Gettys burg and the northern 
movement of the Confederates began. While the infantry -
men moved up between the Blue Ridge and t he Bull Run 
Mountains, the cavalry were ordered to guard the passes 
in the Bull Run which opened toward the east 13.Ild Washing-
ton . Walk's division under Cnlnnel J. R. Chambliss was 
73 
ordered to guard Thoroughfare Gap. They stayed in 
that vicinity only a few hours · and were soon marching 
74 
toward Middle burg about su:n -rise on June 1 7 . That day 
men of the 9th engaged in several charges aga i nst the 
enemy who was mov:in g t oward Middlebu r g from the east . 
None of the men fro m Company E were engaged. Stuart 
had learned t hat well nigh overwhelming forces opposed 
him and so he decided to move back to the mountains i n a 
defensive acti cn which would s low the enemy and make the 
75 
goi ng tough . 
Chambliss ' men were nn the left fla nk of the re -
treating front just north of the turnpike leading from 
72. ~-, p . 69 . 
73. Btuart, p . 296 . 
74. Beale, p . 71. 
75. Stuart, p. 306. 
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Middleburg to Upperville and Ashby's Gap. All the way 
as they retreated they charged with the saber and then 
76 
drew back , charged again and drew back . Finally, they 
had reac hed a position just outside of Upperville, but 
the enemy had been able to slip a few squadrons around 
their left wing so that the bluecoats now lay between 
the 9th and the mai n body of the Conl'ederate riaers. 
It was a simple matter for the saddle-worn troopers 
of the Merce r to whee l and answer the call of the bugle 
calling 11Cha r ge 1" They had answered that call all day 
and th:Il.s final charge was no harder for them . In the 
engagement Walk was wounded very slightly by a bullet 
through the ri gh t arm of his coat. It seared his flesh 
leaving a long scar, but it did not cause him to drop 
his saber or leave the field. He was with the unit when 
they finally rode through the gap to the Shenandoah safe 
77 
behind the rifles of Jackson's infantrymen. 
The next morning Marsh wrote a letter homA f'rom camp 
on the Shenandoah which is worth quoting: 110h Ella we 
have been in s i nce we left Culpeper several most terrific 
cavalry fights. Yesterday our brigade was entirely cut 
off from Ashby's Gap and a very serious battle ensued. 
We succeeded however in cutt1.ng our way out but suffered 
severely. Co E lost none killed bu t several wounded 
most were very slight . Pilsher had his leg f r actured . 
Walke r was struck on the elbow tore his coat sleeve but 
76. Beale, pp. 74-75. 
77. H. w. Decker. 
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did not enter . If hi s arm had been one inch nearer would 
ruined him forever . Buc1c Pendleton had his horse killed 
but was not hurt himself. when last seen . It is now 
Wednesday . Buck hasn 't been heard from yet . Probably 
he was talcen prisoner . I can't say •••• We are now waiting 
78 
for the bugle . 11 Buck Pendleton, ment ioned here , was a 
devoted friend and almost a f ourth brother to the three . 
After the series of retreats westward Stuart ' s com-
mand was unified and the invasion began in earnest. 
Marsh, writing from Williamsport after the campai gn is 
all over, g ives us a fine picture of the war through 
the eyes of the common soldier . There were two letter s, 
one sent by mail and one sent by Isaa c Jones, a neighbor 
in Spotsylvania. 
The first says: 11I have been on my horse nignt; ana 
day for two weeks with a few exceptions. I am complete-
ly used up . Indeed I with the rest of us was riding 
five r..ights and days without ge tting off of our saddles 
except for a few minutes at a time when the col umn would 
make a halt. You can, dearest , form some idea of the 
trip around Hoolcer I s army. We crossed the Potomac I do 
not know the exact poi nt but not very far above Washingt.on . 
The river I know · is quite wide wh ere we crossed . Some 
say one - half mile . I -hardly think it is that wide yet 
i t was dark when I crossed and could not judge the 
distance verv well. We went wl thin a few m:t le~ nf 
78. Marsh to Ell a , June 22, 1863. 
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Washington capturing many prisoners; mules, wagons, and 
gove rnment stores. The trip was long and fatiguing con-
sequently a great deal of the prope rt y captured was lost 
or destroyed. The day before we arrived within our lines 
a great battle commenced and continued and continued for 
tv10 or three days qfte r. It was awful indeed and the 
carnage terrific on both sides. Many a man sunk: to rise 
no more . Suffice it to say the battle or batt les were 
fought in Pennsylvania near Gettysburg resulting in a 
drawn fight so far as I can hear. We retreated to 
Hagerstown near the river and the wagons, and on the 
river at the pl ace dated above I he ar at this time again 
the sound of cannon and muskets. It is just what I 
expect the Fedra.ls will make every effort to cut us 
off from Virginia the river at this time being too hign 
to ford a.nd our pontoons destroyed . We no doub t to 
them appear to be in an awkward predicament. 
79· 
Would to God they would cease forever. 11 
The guns 
continue to roar. 
The second letter of the same day said in par t: 11We 
are rnuch reduced by fatigues and hunger. Indeed it re -
quires an iron constitution to withstand what I ha ve been 
required to undergo. If it could only stop here how 
thankful I would be . 
" I am quite su re from t he observa t ions I have made since 
I left Virginia that the two contending par ties will neve r 
settle this worldwide r upture and this is the reason the 
future is so dark for me. 11 
79. Ibid., July 11, 18 63 • 
. 80. Ibid . 
80 
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On the twelfth the Confederates got a bridge across 
the river, and on the night of t h e thirteenth of July, 
they crossed into Virginia with the brigades of Fitzhugh 
81 
Lee bringing up the rear . 
Four companies had now been detached from the Merce r 
re3iment and Company E did not rejoin the Brigade until 
early fa.11. They were ordered to a rest camp at Mechun 1 s 
Depot in Albe marle County . Al l the brothers got new 
horses from home and probably each of them had a chance 
to visit home during the reRt stay. Dick definitely 
went home during the time they were there and .Marsh, too, 
was abse n t auite some time . There ls no mention of 
Walker returnin g to Spotsylvania. but he must have done so . 
While in camp at Albemarle, Marsh speaks of the 
religious revival all through the Army of Northern Vi r-
83 
.gin ia . It was a time of stress and it s ee ms very natural 
t hat during this period of comparative inactivity the 
men should think . some and tu.rn to their religious beliefs 
as a mainstay. It is my opinion that it was here that 
Sergeant Decker first real i y felt the urge to be a 
minister. Revivals wer e he l d in many camps and among 
al most every unit. In the camp of the 9th, the reviva l 
was led by Chaplain C. H. Boggs. They formed a " Sol diers ' 
Christian Association of the Ninth Virgin i a Cava l ry " and 
the corresponding secretary , Richards by name, proudly 
84 
r epor t ed that fact. Religion touches deep l y on the 
81 . 
~5; 
84 . 
-Stuart , p~ 367 . 
Marsh to El la , SE~ptember 4 
Ibid ., September 8, 1863 . 
J ones , _Gp_ri;3·_t _ in the Camp, 
and 14 , 1863 . 
p . 34 1. 
82 
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battlefield, and "Ne can only guess that it was here 
that it touched t he heart of Sergeant Decker. 
The rest camp men moved into Nelson County about 
85 
the middl e of September and they rejoined thei r unit 
86 
about the tenth of Oetober. It was duri ng this rest 
camp period that the daguerrotype of the three brothers, 
which is still in the possession of the family was 
taken. Dick was kicked by a horse in early October 
and had some extra days at home because of it. Marsh 
writes jealously of this fact as if Dick did not really 
87 
ge t kicked a t al l! 
While the Decker boys wer e at rest camp with Company 
E, the cavalry had been r eorganized i nto divisions. Their 
unit was still Beale ' s command, in t he Brigade unde r 
88 
Rooney Lee, and now in the division of Fi tz hugh Lee . 
They lay poised and ready at Rac c oon For d on the Rapidan 
on the tenth of October . 
St uart star t ed out on the Br istoe campaign by moving 
westward and then comin g bac k toward Culpepe r Court 
House and Brandy Station . On the bloody fields around 
the station the 9t h once more distinguished itself 
vii th alternating charges against a powerful Fed eral force. 
First the 9th woul d char ge , and then the 13th Virginia 
Cavalry would charge while the 9th reformed . They ha d 
to withdraw from the positions won because of Union 
85 . Marsh to Ella , September 21, 1863 . 
86 . Ibid ., Octobe r 6, 1863 . 
87. Ibid . 
88 . Stuart, p . 372. 
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artillery fire, but they had won the day. Other 
battles were fought at Manassas Junction and the final 
one at Buckland \'lhere General Kilpartick' s riders were 
swept completely from the field and sent flying north-
89 
ward. Marsh 's letters show this campaign ~o be more 
important to the soldier than it is to the annals of 
90 
military history. Company E was hit hard but the 
three Decker boys went through unscathed. 
The regiment canped at the junction of the Rapidan 
and Robinson rivers until Christmas time when they were 
ordered over into the valley in pursuit of General 
91 
Averill. During this rest Walker definitely visited 
92 
home and was rejuvenated by slightly better ·rood and 
his family's tender cares. Did he visit Mollie Ferney-
hough? No one knows. 
As the Bristoe campaign ended another great cav al ry 
review was he ld at which the Governor of Virginia, J ohn 
Letcher was present. Such reviews were a delight to the 
dashing Stuart's heart, and this was the l ast big one 
in which he led his troops. "Sev eral of Lee's (Robert 
E.) nephews and his youngest son were among those pass-
ing in front of the commander, who had a secret par .ental 
delight in noting that Rooney ' s old re giment , the Nint h 
93 
Virginia, made t he finest shovling . 11 
89. Ibid., PP• 376-396. 
90. :Marsh to Ella, October 21 and 26, 1863. 
91. Bea le, p. 105. 
92. Letter from Lucy I. Decker to Ellen D. Decker, Decem-
ber 25, 1863. 
93. Freeman , III, 188 . 
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The ride after Avsr 111 was a harrowing one not oo 
full of danger as it was full of discomforts. The 
troopers rode t h rough Charlottesville, Lexington, 
Natural Bridge, Buchanan, Fincastle , White Sulphur 
Springs, and then gave up the chase nea r Moorfield in 
94 
Hardy county, West Virginia. Food was very scarce 
but the worst element was the cold . The biting winds 
of the mountains in winter time made life miserab le 
for the ragfld horsemen. Marsh writes again that he 
is completely brolrnn down . They were in the sadd l e 
fifteen days and ni ghts in a row at one time . He 
said , 11I have during t his last trip suffered intensely 
from the cold. No raid or pursuit was worse . My sh oes 
and pants are nearly gone . Dick is worse off than my-
self. He is a comp lete bundle of rags •••• To tell the 
truth I have never been so ragged since I have been in 
95 
the army and Dick is a perfect sight ." 
On January 2, 1864, Marsh again wrote to his wife, 
and on the back of his letter we have Walk 's only war 
letter . It was to ~is mother and is transcribed here 
exactly as written , punctuation and al l: 
"Dear Mother : 
11As Marshall has left me a little room will write a 
piece we are ona raid somewhere I think we are golng 
to tear up the Balt and Ohio RR. it is very cold but 
we all along ve ry- well t he roads are mis erable and 
covere d with ice but we get over them very well by 
94 . Beale, p. 105 . 95 . Marsh to Ella, December 26, 1863. 
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lea ding our horses over the vJOrst places we are all 
well and hope will remain so during this trip we march 
in the daytime the nights bei ng too cold it is much 
co lder here than Old Spott our horses stand the trip 
very wel l have fallen off some hope they won 't g ive 
out before we get in striding distance of a land where 
we cnn remain in safety have not gotten in a figh t yet 
and hope we won ' t our clothes are comfortable yet but 
expec t we will get ragged before we get back I wil l 
write whenever I can I know you are anxious to hea r 
fro m us now goodbye and l ook for a better day it is 
coming but I can't tell the day from your affectionate 
119 6 
son W. J. Decker 
This le tter would tend to show optimism in pla ce 
of Marsh ' s gl oomy outlook . It is true that Walk had 
not joined the raid until later (December 27) and had 
just returne d from a trip home; he was probably more 
cheerfu l because he hadnot taken so much in the im-
97 
mediate past . It shows that Walk no lon ge r has a love 
of f i ghting if he ever did ha ve it . Finally the las t 
l in e would tend to show what we might call a ministeria l 
.outlook or s tatement. More le tters from Walk would 
make t his task easier but they are few and far between . 
After the fruitless chase of Averill the 9th rode 
ba ck to its famili~r stamping grounds in Essex county. 
96. Letter from Decker to Letitia B. Decker, n.d ., pro-
bably January 2 , 1!364. 
97 . Marsh to F.11~, December 29 , 1863. 
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There they rested and some of · the companies took pa r t in 
the killing of Ulri c Dahl gr en and the captu r e of his 
raide r s . Company E t ook p~r t in the chase but was not in 
98 
action at the captu r e . 
99 
On May 4, 1864 , the Bat tle of the Wilderness began ; 
the Uercer Cavalry did not move during this c ampaign which 
was simply infantry slugging it out in the woods which Walk 
knew so well . They were ordered to the Battle of Spo t-
sylvania Court House which was fough t May 8 - 12 all through 
100 
the same Wilderness. In mar ching to the second _bat t l e 
they marched across the Wilderness field of a few day s 
earlie r. 11The ope n land as far as the eye cou l d see was 
thickly dotted 'llvi th the dead, who lay as they had fal l en 
under a burning sun , many of them with their faces to t he 
101 
sky , and quite black from in d,ipient decay. " Wal k re -
called t his terrible scene and his friend , Fife Lumsden , 
tells us that it was nard to manage a horse for they would 
102 
not step on or over the bodies . 
While the 9th was engaged a t Spotsy l vania Court House , 
Jeb Stuart was mortally wounded to the Sou th of Yellov1 
Tavern tryine to stop Genera l P. H. Sheridan ' s · ride down 
103 
the old Telegraph Road toward Richmo nd . The news was 
a terrible sh ock to LPe . If the year before in the de a th 
of the beloved StonewAll , he had lost his right arm, the n 
98 . Beal e , pn . 110 - 11L . 
99 . Freeman; ·., III, .269. • 
100 . Beale , pp . 11 7-1 ~8 . 
101 . Ibid ., p . 117 . 
102 . Lumsden . 
103 . Stuar t, p . 413 . 
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truly now Lee had lost his eyes. On hearing of Stuart's 
wound i ng, he said in a shaken voice, "He never brought 
104 
me a piece of false information ." The Confederacy 
would yet feel the loss of their gallant commander of 
cavalry - Major-General Jeb Stuart. 
On May 20, Grant started his great flank movement 
105 
off to the ri ght of the Confederates; the movement 
finally resulted i n the bloody battle of Cold Harbor 
106 
beginning on t he thirt y -f irs t of May. The units of 
the 9th were withdrawn to a point near Bowling Green and 
107 
on t he rai l road called Guinea's Station. It was. on 
the Mattaponi River. Gran t' s cava lr y was pressing for 
the bridge across the r ive r and after some vicious skir-
mis hing the out -n umbered Confederate riders had to give 
way. During one of the charges of the Yan kee s, Private 
Bob Jerrell was shot from his horse with a rifle wound 
in his chest . Marsh started back under fire to get him, 
but Walk stop ped him saying, 11You have a wife at home and 
I have none." Before Marsh could speak, he spurred back 
toward the enemy, got Jerrell onto his horse, and bore 
him back into the ~ebel lines. It was a conspicuous deed 
of heroism and in these days of medals for all, Walk would 
108 
have been decorated. The Confederacy was hardly think-
ing of rnP-ni:ils at t .his late hour ! 
The 9th rAjoined th ei r brigade on the Teleg ra ph Road 
104. Freeman, III, 327. 
105. Beale, p. 119• 
106. Freeman, III, 373. 
107. Bea le, pp. 119-120. 
108. Lumsden. 
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on May 22 and engaged in several skirmishes with t he 
109 
Federal cavalry which was steadily advancing . There 
were fights at Hawes • Shop, Hanover , Ash lan d, and the Old 
Churc h . The fight i ng was ge tt ing back into the familiar 
t erritory of the Chickahominy r ide . In the Ol d Church 
fight Companies C and K atta c ked some pic lcet .s in a beauti-
ful charge unde r Lie utenant Ball . Companies D and E sup-
ported the movement ,a nd as the Yanks wavered, they swept 
down the road with sabers .swir ling and broke the back of the 
110 
Yankee defense completely. In t his fight Sergeant 
Decker rec eived a sabe r cut on the head which was l i t t le 
more than a br eak in the ski n. He did not stop fi ghting 
111 
although he was a bloody looking sight . As t hese skir-
mishes were r oa r ing over th e penin~ula , t he terr ible slaugh -
ter of Cold Harbo r was thundering a short way off to the 
south. It was one of Lee's greatest victories; 7,000 Fede ra ls 
had fal l en to the blazing rifles of the Confederacy in f if -
112 
t een minute s - the bloodiest fifteen minutes of the war. 
The 9th engaged in on l y one other figh t before they 
crossed t he James River on June 25 in the rear of Lee 1 s 
113 
army which had moved into defense positions at Petersburg . 
They were ordered direc tly to Stony Creel{ Station on Lee 's 
line of communicatio n to t he south , the Weldon ra:i lroad. 
The c avalry ' s task was now to keep that railroad open so 
t hat supplies could keep moving northward. There was a 
109. Bea l e , p . 121. 
110. Ibid., pp. 127-1 28 . 
111. H. W. Decke r . 
112. United States Department of Interi.or, Manassas to 
A£~omattox, p . 24 • . 
I • Bea le, p . 132. 
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sharp encounter at Sappony Church and the arrival of 
Hampton 1 s Brigade saved the day; the enany was r etreating 
11 4 
westward away from the railroad. 
The Lee Brigade met mot l ey force under Colone l Phillips 
near Rowanty Run. Negroes and poor wh ites serving with 
him cracked under pressure and fled with the riders in hot 
115 
pursuit - a familiar maneuver for them by now . 
The 9th was ordered north of the Ja mes again in the 
last days of July. After fightin g again at f,1alvern Hil l 
th ere was an en gagement a t White ' s Tavern . This was the 
first time that the discipline of the 9th broke in the 
least, and even this was an inconsequential let-down. The 
dismounted men (one of t h e very few times they ever dis -
mounted) char ged out of a ravine into a swathe of muske t 
fire and retreated on the run . Troops behind them thought 
it was a panic and so me trouble was c au sed. "The conduct 
of the re g iment, which created a momentary apprehension of 
a panic, called fo r th bitter denunciation f rom 01.+r Major -
116 
General . 11 
The return of the 9th to southside Virginia was ac -
117 
complis h ed on the twentieth of August . From then on the 
cava l ry men of nor t h a nd south swirled over countless 
battlefields until the final break at Five Forks . It was 
a terrible time for Lee ' s tired cavalrymen . Food was very 
scarce at all times . Walk remembers having bacon for break-
114. Ibid ., pp . 132-1~3. 
115. Ibid ., pp . 133-1~4. 
1 16 . Ibid., p. 139 . 
117. Ibid; , p. 141. 
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fast and sav -1ng the cold drippings for a mea l l ater in the 
118 
day . Both ho rse and man suffered constantly in the 
confusion of the great battles for Pete r sburg , Richmond , 
and the Weldon Railroad . The mounted men did not rank 
as highly in the movements of the great leaders as they 
formerly had for the death struggle was between the infant -
ry of no rth and sout h . 
Five Forks was the last great battle. The common 
soldier fough t f ie rcely and well. The ca valry on the 
flanks under Fitzhugh Lee was as swift and sure as t hey 
had been all up and down Virginia throughout the war. 
Some say that the subordinate generals did not perform 
119 
as they shou l d, but Wi l O is to gi ve jud gement over the 
toil and battle -worn veter ans of the Army of Norther n 
Vire;i n ia . 
Ser geant Decker ended his military career in a bla~ 
of glory . A r escue party from Company E had been sent out 
to rescue some ladies c aught in a house subjected to cross -
fire between the lines. On the r et urn trip toward the 
Rebel front, t he horse ridden by Tom• Har ris , one of Walk !s 
intimates , was shot from under him . In the fall Tom 
somehow was caught under his ho rse. With bulle t s whistli ng 
around him as the rest of the party galloped on , Wal k 
whee l ed his horse and dismou n ted . He lifte d Harr is' . 
118 . H. W. Decke r. 
119 . Freeman . IV • . 4m. 
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horse off the fallen veteran. Both he and Tom mounted 
Black Prince, Walk's captured charger,and fled to the 
Confe derate lines. The story flew around the camp and 
soon the men were telling each other that Browalk, as 
he was known, had thrown Tom's horse over a fence in 
120 
getting the animal off his rider. Walk was a power-
ful man, but this feat must be credited to the imaginat.ion 
of his admirers . 
The final days show no record for all was confusion. 
Food was gone, forage could not be obtained, men 's 
nerves were ruined, and the enemy was closing in. The 
end was a terrible thing. At 3:45 P. M. on April 9, 1865, 
at Appomatox Court House, Lee surre ndered the Army of 
121 
Northern Virginia. We do not know where the Decker 
boys were on the ninth . The following day they started 
home together . Their horses were very weak. Walk forced 
his saber into a tree and left it there; the scarred weapon 
added too much to the burden of his horse. Dick, more 
temperamental, broke his sword into pieces and cast it 
122 
from him vowing never to touch another. 
It was over. The Confederacy had fallen , but life 
must go on. Walk went out from the war a diffe r ent man. 
He had swung swiftly from boyhood into maturity, and now 
he seemed again to be stepping out into iife for a second 
time. Never once did he look back or waver. He was 
120. Interview with Dr . R. Marvin Harris . 
121. Freeman , IV, 142. 
122 . H. W. Decke r. 
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determined to build a new life . Not as a shattered · sword 
in the dust, but as a living sword quivering in the heart 
of a tree he would go forward. 
III 
Husband and Father 
The homecoming must have been a happy event, and 
yet the whole was overhung by deep , black clouds of want. 
The fields and woods of Spotsylvania County had been 
decimated by the war. From Fredericksburg, Chancellors-
ville, the Wilderness, and Spotsylvania Court House the 
marching soldiers had come or gone sweeping everything 
before them. Yankees had been bivouacked on the south 
shore of the Rappahanock on many a spring night. All 
the livestock, crops, and exterior movables had disa ppea r-
ed . The Red House itself had been searched on many an 
occasion; there were tw o bullet ho les in it put there 
1 
by Yankee smipers firing across Banks Ford. As the 
boys had been to war, truly the war had been to their 
home . 
It was spring and they must have set to work im-
mediately rebuilding their lives and fields. They brought 
back their riding animals and a huge mule cal led "Whalen" 
2 
because of his size . The monotony of farm toil seemed 
only to have been broken and made harder by the four 
years of bloodshed. 
The family still had its lands, but that was all. 
Cash was very scarce and things ca me fro m Fredericksburg 
or the store very infrequently indeed . They soon learned 
to get along on what they had until better t imes should 
1. rr. w. Decker . 
2. Harris. 
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again aid them in making th:Lngs easier. Through all 
of this we hear no word of complaint from any of the 
family; they seemed to take it stoica ll y . They were 
tired of war and willing to try anything it its place; 
especially Dick, the youngest, was bitter against fight -
ing . It had been a real struggle with his inner self to 
keep from dese rt ing toward the end . We have an oft-
re peated story of him sitting upon .a log chewing minn ie 
balls and spitting them out argu i ng back and forth with 
3 
himself as to the right thing for him to do . 
Walker ' s return and the new life had definitely 
made up his mind about getting married and about whom 
he wanted to mar ry. He proposed to Mollie Ferneyhough 
out of th e depths of a very de voted heart and got re-
4 
turned down with a resoun'din g thud. 'l'he reason for her 
·refusal is c lear . At that time she was courting ( or 
shou l d we say was being courted by?) a young man of some 
means from the Sta fford stde of the Rappahanock , Henry 
5 
Chesley by name . She had not thoueht of Walk as a possible 
lover; only as a childhood sweetheart, and so i t was not 
ha rd !'or h er to turn him down . She later married Mr. 
Chesley. 
It was not so easy for Walk; in fact, it c ame as 
a severe blow for him . He seems to have taken the mat ch 
6 
for granted and never questioned it. The refusal simply 
added to his disillusionment wh ich was alreadv reachina 
a 
3. Brockman . i: ~i! : Decker . 
6 . C.Chesley. 
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a new low throu gh the let-down after the war and the 
terrible agricultural conditions . We have a story of 
how h e tried to break up one of Mollie ' s parties at 
Broadie. He and her brother John came dressed as tramps 
and enjoyed themselves by acting in concert with t heir 
costumes. Mollie was severely put out by this rather 
childish retaliation that Walk had adopted, probably 
7 
half in ful:l . 
It was at this time that we have one of the first 
acts that later classed Walker .as "pretty near the father 
of the whole community . " Marsh ' s wife ' s father was very 
ill and it was Walker to whom the family turned for some -
one to comfort the old man in his last hours . "Uncle 
Danel 11 was very sick w1 th brain fever and many was the 
night that Walk remembe rs si tting up with him. Parti -
cularly the yonne; veteran recalled the strange and un -
earthly songs that the old man san g on his death bed . 
Walle said that he had never heard t hem anywhere before 
or since; he often wondered where Uncle Danel learned 
8 
them . 
One of the main tasks on the farm at t hat time was 
fencing. In place of a sword he swung an axe, and the 
9 
long sp l it rail fences be gan to reappear . When the 
boys got back, there was, of course, not a rail on the 
place; both armies knew the fine effe c t of a fen ce rai l 
7. H. W. Decker . 
8 . Ibid . 
9 . Ibid . 
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in a camp fire. They put up the o.ld split-rail zig-zag 
type of fence that was such a familiar sight in the wire 
and nail - stripped South after the war. 
On July 27 , 1866 , there was a rather strange and 
as yet unexplained turnover of property within the 
confines of the family itself. Ann, Mary, Walker, 
Richard , Belle , and Emily Deck er, . six .of John I s e_ight 
children, pooled their resources and bought from their 
father for the sum of $4 , 000 the Red House and Fountain 
Bluff properties . At the same time Marsh and his wife 
purchased the remainder of the Cottage place incl uding 
10 
the ho me there from Father Decker . In both of these 
cases the ch ild ren actuaily paid over in cash about what 
the property originally cost John Decker. From that 
time on he held his money in Fredericksburg municipal 
11 
bonds and railroad bonds . He iived at the Red House 
with hi s wife both paying boa rd to whichever ch ild owned 
12 
and was administer Ing that farm at the time. 
It seems probable that John, then fifty - nine years 
of age, had grovm tired of farmwork and the dire ct 1ng 
of the affairs of the place . He probably wished to turn 
it over to the children and yet he needed some money to 
keep horn going for the rest of h is life. The sale to the 
children was probably the most expedient method by which 
these two ends could be met . 
10. Spotsylvania Deed Book , 1866 . 
11. Executor 's Report , Spotsylvania Court Order Book , 1880 . 
12 . Receipt of W. J. Butzner , March , 1878 . 
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During these years he was a very influential member 
of the community in many respects . He served almost 
constantly on county juries including on several occasions 
13 
the Grand Jury . He aged rather young in comparison with 
the rest of the family. His handwriting a little afte r 
14 
this period shows him to be rather infirm and unsteady . 
15 
He was very sick in his later days . 
The sales and purchases did not make any diffe r ence 
in the actual arrangement of things . All the children 
were living at home except fo r Carrie and Marsh - ff,rs . 
Goodwin still lived in Orange and Marsh moved to the 
16 
Cottage w'ith his wife . It is not clear what was done 
v;i th the Duerson property at this time . It belonged to 
Marsh and his wi fe, but they did net live there . 
It was not lon g before Marsh tired of working the 
poor Cottage p lac e and decided to cast his lot in Orange . 
They moved in wagons during the spring of 1867. '.I1he 
roads were deep in mud and they had a difficult time of 
i t. Father John drove one of the wa8ons and Dick and 
18 
Walker assisted the trek. 
The gra dual shift to Orange County is a rather 
stranee thing . Beginning with Carrie almost the entire 
family moved to Orange where the y al l settled dovm within 
a half an hour 's buggy ride of ea ch other . Johh Decke r 
o\•med some land in Orange , and it may have been his desire 
19 
to have his children farm it that sen t them westward. 
14. Note payable to Decker , 
July, 1878. 
15 . Thompson. 
16. Harr is ·. 
17 . Ibid . 
18 . Ibid. 
19. Orange Deed Book, 1869. 
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The rich, red soil of Oran ge probably held considerab l y 
more promis e for the farm - minded family than did the earth 
the 20 
around home of their childhood. It was a total movement 
leaving onl y one Decker in Spotsylvania -- Belle, who re-
mained the mistress of the Red House until her death. 
This story is outlining ·some of the shifts and changes 
in the fa mily, but all during th i s period we must re-
member that the back - breakin g labor of rat her primitive 
farmin g kept steadily on . Dick and Walk ran Fountain 
Bluf f and Gravel Hil l jointly, an d t hey worked hard at 
their task . It was dur in g this period that the farm 
gave its best service. 
Walk at this time was still a lar ge and . powerf u l 
man. Whatever flesh he may have lost durin g the war was 
soon re g ained . During most of the fightin g we find him 
clean - shaven in contrast with most of h is officers and 
21 
companions. On h is ret u rn fro m tne war, he g rew a beard 
and wore one throu ghout the rest of h is life. During his 
youn ger days it was a dark-reddish brown and the thick 
head of hgir he bore was bro~m, too, althou gh without 
22 
the red tinge. His broken nose was still quite obvious 
but he must have been a f i ne specimen of youn g manhood. 
It was said in the community that when Walker Decker put 
23 
his hands to gether he cou ld hold a gallon of corn . 
The only 11s i n 11 in which he ever engaged was an occasion -
al chew of tobacco durin g the days as a cavalryman. The 
20 . E. M. Decker. 
21 . Daguerrotype in posse$sion of E. M. l.lecker. 
22. Interview with Dr . Garnett Ryland, University of Richmond,V 
23. Lewis. 
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old southern sport of 11chawin'" was very popu l ar among 
the men, and Walk to ok it up durin g his younger day s in 
the army . 'l'he story is t old on him that one day when he 
was procuri ng a horse from the picket line, he go t 
jostled between a mare and her co l t . They pushed him in 
such a manner that he swallowed his quid; from that day 
24 
on tobacco never passed his l ips. In all probability 
h is interest in bec oming a mlnister, a.roused in t ho se 
days of c onflic t, stopped this habit more effectively 
than d id one swallowed mouthfu l. 
During this period v:e hear no more of Walke r's 
desires to be a mi nister. They were probably pushed into 
the backg roun d thr ough the exigencies of the moment. 
College was no poor man's business and Wa l ke r was opposed 
to the idea . He said , "You 'll just spoi l a good farmer 
25 
to ma.lee a poor minist er." Like many fa thers he did not 
suspect the fires of ability and wil l that burned in the 
son ' s soul . 
An eve nt of major i mportance occurred du rin g the 
fal l of 1867 -- the wedding of Ann and Jo hn Alrich. This 
weddin g in a very di r ect manner - was t he cause of two more 
26 
weddings within the i m..~ediate circle of the family. 
John Alrich's f i rst wife , the former J ane Frazer, 
was the mother of two children, Ell ie and Sam; the fami l y 
was making thei r home at the New Store, as we learned 
earlier, when Mr. Alric h was called to the colors of the 
24 . Ibid. 
25 . H. W. Decker. 
26 . Harris. 
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Confederate States of .tunerica . He served with distinc-
tion as a courier attached to the personal staff of 
27 
General J.E. B. Stuart. During April of 1864, while 
Mr. Alrich was at home, his wife passed away. · She had 
contracted tuberculos is whil e sheltering herself and her 
28 
family in a cellar during fighting in that nei ghbo rhood. 
When Colonel John, as he was calle.d because of his leader-
ship of a militia company before the war, ret urned f rom 
Appomattox, he sent his little daughter to Delaware to 
be cared for by her mother's people , the Frazers , until 
29 
he could make a home for her . 
Ell ie came back down into Vir ginia with her mother's 
sister, Lou Frazer, whom we hav e met befo re, arriving here 
30 
in l ate November, 1866 . We do not know if Lou and 
Walker met at this time although it is no t probable; 
if they did not know each other then, it would no t be 
long befo re they were intimate. 
Lou and her younger sister,Alexina , again came down 
to Virginia to take part in Colonel John's wedding the 
following December . 
They were both known as fair young ladies although 
31 
Lou was granted to be the beauty of the two . She had 
32 
had a love affair in Delaware of consiqerable pr oportions . 
At one time she was burdened with a crossed 'eye , but an 
27 . Paper written by Har;ris for the U. D. C. 
28. Brockman. 
29 . Harris . 
30 .- Ibid . 
31. Ibid . 
32 . Thomps on . 
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33 
operation had corrected t his disfiguration . Alexina 
was 23 years old and Lou was 30 . 
The big wedding was conducted at Gravel Hill by 
the Revered Billingsley early on Sunday morning, December 1, 
34 
1867. Lou and her sister were the bride's maids and 
35 
Walker was the best man . He had a lw ays been a close 
friend to Colo nel John through the Civil War; later in 
life , they were to be even more c losely knit in the bonds 
of public service . This is the first recorded point at 
which we have Walk er actually noticing Lou above others . 
It may have been the first time that he had seen her 
since he had reached maturity although he had assuredly 
seen her many times as a boy. She was five years olde r 
t h an he, but this only aided in impressing he r suddenly 
u pon him . I t was more or less a case of love at first 
si gh t. 
Af ter t he morning ceremony they went to chu rch at 
Zoa.n and heard Mr . Billin gsley. This v,as Walk's firs t · 
date with Lou and he made certain that he had the honor 
36 
of escortin g he r. The church was very cold and the 
sermon was very long. v'Ja:lk was rather noted t h r ough the 
commu:ni ty as a gentlema n who alvmys spoke ou t what h e 
believed in. It was the custom of worship to ask if there 
was anyone else inthe congregation who would like . to say 
03 . Daguerrotypes in possassioh of Thompson. 
34 . Spots yl vania Marria ge Li c ense , 1867. 
05. Harris . 
36. H. W. Decker. 
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anything beside the minister; any new ideas or beliefs 
that should be aired . It was a familiar thing for Walk 
to exhort at great length during these periods and the 
threatening possibility of such an exhortation that day 
aroused the fear of the members of the half -fr ozen congre-
ga tion. Ten-year-old Ellie was the on ly one with the 
courage of her convictions ; she crawled over to Uncle 
VJ'alk and begged hi m not to ~xhort because her feet were 
37 
so cold1 He laughingly promised not to, probably more 
out of regard for his new- found fr iend than for the cold. 
child. 
After chu rch the whole wedding party went to the 
New Store for a big dinner at the home of the married 
uouple. The festivities did not end until after supper 
when the guests made their separate ways homeward to 
their own farms. Alexina and Lou stayed .at the New Store 
and , furthermore, much to Walk's delight they were plan-
38 
ning to stay at least two v1eeks. 
Dick had aeain seen Alexina and probably recognized 
he r as the youn g lady who had come across him smeared with 
mud in the spring lo ~glng season so long ag o. He evi -
dently fell for the younger of the two sisters as hard as 
Walk fell for Louisa. The two brothers and the two 
sisters saw quite a bit of each other in thP. ensuing 
39 
days , bu t none of the details of their courting are re rnemberea. 
08 . Ibid. 
39 . Thompson . 
40. Har ris. 
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When the happy visiting period was over the boys 
drove the girls all the way to Orange Courthouse to t ake 
the train home . It was along buggy ride sometime just 
40 
befo r e Christmas and it .was a cold day . As a farewell 
presen t Walk gave Lou a little writing desk which is stil l 
41 
in existence . It was a sad farewell , for when the girls 
got onto the tra i n , something real went out of Walk 's 
l i fe ; but it was not to be long before he r egained it . 
No sooner had he and Dick retur ned to Gravel Hill than 
they both announced t hat they were en gaged to be married 
42 
to the Frazer girls. It had been ·a whirlwind romance 
to say the least , for V/alk ha d known Lou as a woman only 
about t hree weeks . Evidently no su eg es t ioh of unseemly 
haste was ever made even though the tules of decorum and 
conduct were str i ctly limiting . A long engage ment was 
taken to make up for a short courtship . 
Walk and Lou co r responded dur:lng the remainder of 
the winter and thro ug h the sp r ing and summer , but those 
letters have not been preserved . Plans were made for the 
wedding which was to be at he r home in Glasgow, Delaware, 
and Walk must have thought of he r many times and kept him -
self in a state of ne r ~ous tension worrying about her 
during t he year . He c ntinued to work on the fa r m wi t h no 
change in his usual routine . 
We have a very inte r estlng le t ter from Lou to one 
of her maids , a friend in Delaware . It tel l s of visiting 
40 . Harris . 
i~: !RrF~~~ession of Thompson . 
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43 
Wilmington to purchase t h e or ga ndy for her dress . 
She made the dress herself; it is stil l in the possession 
of the family . Arran gemen ts were made in Delaware for a 
very sophisticated wedding . The affairs of . father Sam 
Fra zer were up and his whe at speculations were producing 
well . The wedding invitations gave the date of the wedding 
44 
as October 29 , 1868 ; it was at 7 : 30 P.M . a t her home . 
The k not was tied by a Mr . Webb, the Fraze .r's Pres -
byterian pastor . It was a 11tearin g down bi g ·wedding 11, 
and guests from the en tire neighborhood were there . The 
front porch of the home was screened with white muslin 
45 
cloth and the ban ·quet supper was layed on the porch . 
No wonderment was expressed by the members of Walk:1 s 
fami ly, who stil l bore a Iin g er:i.ng ha te against the 
"damn Yankees " , when Walk married one . The Fraze rs had 
always been southern sympathizers, and so it was al l 
ri ght . Father Frazer had told h is boy s that h e would 
give them the money t o buy a substi t ute in the Yankee 
draft or they could use the money to l eave the country . 
46 
None of the Frazer men fought with the ar mies of the Union 
so Walk was not in any sense turning against the cause 
he fought so well to preserve. 
Their honeymoon trip was nothing more or less than 
the ride home . They left Glasgow the next day and came 
to Elkton, Maryland, on the train . There they -took the 
43 . In possession of Thompson . 
44 . Wedding i nvitation . 
45 . Harris . 
46 . Brockman . 
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river boat and came to Quant ico where they caught the 
train to Frede ricksbur g . Dick had sent the tallest 
buegy drawn by the gigantic VfDalon to bring back the 
47 
newly - weds. 
It was a triumphal return to Walk ' s old home . 
They came to the Red House to live for they had not yet 
decided on a permanent home although they were sure it 
was to be either in Orange or Spotsylvania Counties in 
Virginia . 
Details from Walk ' s married life at the beg~nning 
are rather scarce . They were very happy together; the 
bond and love between them grew perceptibly stron ger as 
48 
t~c years wore on. Walk probably did not like the plan 
of living at the home of his father and mother and p ro-
bably worked hard rebuilding the home at Fountain Bluff . 
It \'1as in very bad condition when he started working, 
but the young couple had decided on it as their home , and 
49 
so he did his best . 
The following December Dick and Alexina were married 
in Glasgow and their married life started out almost 
50 
exa ct ly as Walk 's. had . They moved to the Red House, and 
it was their decision to come there first that finally 
made Walk and Lou move to Fountain Bluff to set up their 
51 
ovn home . Soon af t er Dick and Alex ina returned to Vir -
ginia , brother David Frazer and Emily, the third couple 
47 . Harris . 
48 . H. W. Decker . 
49 . Harris. 
50 . Decker · Bib le. 
51 . Harris. 
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in love between the Deckers and the Fra zers, set their 
wedding date for the sisteenth of Decembe r. They were 
52 
married at the Red House by Mr. Billingsley and moved 
to the New Store which belonged to Dave's father . 
Colonel John and Ann had moved from the New Store 
to the Cottage place which was owned by Marsh who had al -
ready left it to go to Orange . Ann gave Marsh her share 
of the Decker estate at Gravel Hi 11 which was· over near 
53 
the Duerson pla ce; the new piece became part of the 
Duerson farm which Marsh and his wife, E;J..len, owned. 
John Alrich paid off his final share of the debt on the 
54 
New Store property to John Decker before he moved away . 
Thus as the situation stood at the opening of 1870, 
David and Em Fraze r lived at the New Store , Colone l John 
and Ann lived at the Cottage, Walker and Lou lived at 
Fountain Blu.ff , :and Diclc and Alexina along with Mr. and 
Mrs . Decker and t heir daughters, M~llie and Belle, lived 
at the Red House . No one could claim that the Deckers 
did not keep their old homes in their own hands! 
'::>ne of the minor conflicts in the life of Walk and 
Lou must have come over the matter of reli gion . As we 
have noted she was a Presbyterian while he was a Baptist 
and feeling a strong desire to be a Baptist minister . 
It must have been many evening that they talked over th e 
difference and discussed it , but neither was willing to 
give up his stro ng faith. They made a sort of a compact 
52. Spotsylvania Marria ge Licenses, 1869. 
53. Spotsylvania Deed Boo~, 1870 . 
54 . Ibid., 1875 . 
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final ly whereby they would both read the Bib le through 
once more, and if they did not change their minds, there 
55 
would be no more said about the matter. The rmtcome of 
this little trial is not recorded, but Lou died a Pres-
byterian and Wallcer became a Baptist minister ; so the 
reading must not have changed their already well-anc~ored 
ideas. Both of them attended Zoan because it was too 
difficult f ·or Lou to try to go to church in Fredericksburg 
56 
every Sunday. She did not chanee her ideas however. 
Lou was a very beautifu l woman from all accounts; 
Aspecially her lovely smile drew admiration. She was 
small of frame and figure and very attractive. The flock 
of chickens at Fountain Blu ff was under he r care and one 
occasion she threw a ring off her finger while feeding 
the chickens. She was left-handed and . the sweep of her 
hand throwing out the grain tossed the ring away_. Years 
57 
la t er it was found on the place and it is today in the 
family as is her thimble. Both of these articles show how 
small and dainty she must have been . The ri ng has the 
word "Mac" in it which those v1ho knew her are at a loss 
to explain; Walk was never able to giv e her either an en-
58 
gagement or wedding ring. 
Mrs. Decker did not want her husband to be a preacher 
59 
for she did not think he would make a good one. She was 
very religious herself , but she did not think it would be 
55. Thompson . 
56. Harris. 
57. E. M. Decker. 
58. Thompson. 
59. Lewis. 
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just the thing for Walk to do. He seems to have grown 
steadily in his desire aithough it was kept in the back-
ground to some extent. He used to take his little pock et 
Testament out to the fields with him when he was plowing. 
As he rested the horse, he would pause a moment or two 
oO 
to read his Bi ble . 
During these years right at the start of their 
married life ·walk must have improved his education consi -
derab~y. It would be very logical to find t ha t Lou was 
his teacher for she had had considerably more chance to 
get an education than he had . He must have spent time 
studying and reading because later we find him entering 
college with no more for mal education . Either he learned 
with Lou ' s assistance or he learned by himself . 
They were busy days for the young couple , and they 
had to work hard. Help could be secured for just a trifle, 
but Walk did not have that :brifle. Lou , used to a: life 
of comparative ease, must have found keeping the dark little 
61 
home a terrible struggle . She had to learn a great deal 
r igh t after she was married; under the tutelage of Mrs . 
Declrnr du r ing their first year at Gravel Hill, she became 
a fair enough housekeeper . Her first home must have been 
hard, and the ·stru ggle with it .sho wed later in the break -
down of her fra.gil cons ti tu tlon . 
The Fountalnbleau 11big house " was no t exactly a 
mansion of the old Southern tradition; in fact , it was a 
60 . Ibid. 
61. 13r oc km~ . 
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very meager dwelling . There was one large · room downstairs 
and a hall . Upstairs two small r ooms was all the c ot tage 
boasted . · The kitchen and room in which they ate were built 
on to the house by Walk and Dick as a sort of a shed-like 
extension . The crac lcs in the wall r an ver t ical l y and caused 
62 
a go od bit of trouble in rain or snow . 
cult to see why they had to work hard . 
It is not dif f i -
Work and tears were soon forgotten, howeve r, when 
on the night of May 6 i n t he yea r 1870 a baby was bo r n 
63 
into the new home . It was a little gir l, and without 
a monent ' s hesitation, she was named Leti t ia Budd Decke r, 
the name that Walker ' s mother bore . Letitia was a ver y 
tiny baby and was not at all well at bi r th . Louisa had 
a very diffi cult time at ltler birth and was not well during 
64 
the baby ' s firs t few weeks . The child continued to get 
weaker instead of stronger as the days past . Dr . J. D. 
Carmichael of Fredericksburg was attending almost con -
65 
stantly . 
In place of their happiness of a fei ·,r we elm, the 11 ttle 
home was under a cloud of worry over the newest addition . 
Louisa developed cho l era morbus and was no t able to feed the 
chii d . 11he doctor tried to keep her alive on drops of tea 
66 
and cream, but his efforts did not meet wi t h su ccess . 
Within seven weeks ' time Baby Let it i a had passed away . She 
67 
died on June 23 , 1870 . 
62 . Har ris . 65 . Ibid . 
63 . Fredericksburg Cemetery . 66 . H. W. Decker . 
64 . Harris ~ 67. Frederi c ksburg Cemete r y . 
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This was the first terrible blow that an all -
understandin g prov id ence had forced upon the young husband , 
but it was not the greatest. Within fifteen years his 
life was to be shaken to its very depths with dreadfu l 
sadnesses, but this was the first and one of the hardes t 
to bear . He and Louisa had looked forward to the i r first 
baby with such eag er expectation and now to have the litt l e 
gi rl snatched away before she was hardly theirs; i t was 
al most too much for the young coup le . 'J.'he death was one 
of the bases of Walke r' s great firmness and s t ren5th for 
which he was so admired late r in life . He had learned t o 
bear up under tri als and woes of his own so that he cou l d 
appear to be a rock of comfort wh en others wer e bereaved 
or saddened . 
Letitia was the first pe rson to be buried in the new 
lot in the Fredericksbu r g cemete r y which Walker purchased . 
We have a sa d and in teresting reminis .cen c e concerning 
68 
that fune r a l. The mother and father brou ght the l itt le 
coffin to Fredericksbu r g in the foot of their buggy around 
the end of June. As the saddened couple in deep mourning 
moved up the street they passed a little thir t een - year - ol d 
gir l who, with her mothe r , was wai ting for her uncle ' s car -
riage which was to take them home. ':L1he girl ' s name was 
69 
hl.ary Somervil le Ches l ey; later whe said tha t that was t he 
first time she remembered seeing Wal ker Decke r. 
The sho ck of his child ' s death did not keep Wal ker 
68 . Harris . 
69 . E. M. Dec ke r. 
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long in the slough of a despondent mood for the record 
shows that early in July he was elected the assessor for 
70 
the Chancellor District of Spotsylvania County . It was 
his first elected position and he was rather younger than the 
71 
average men who took that post in corresponding destrict; 
the confidence of the surrounding community in his judgement 
and 000d sense seems to have been strong for the choice was 
an importan t thing to t hose land - rich, money - poor farmers. 
He served as the Chance l lor assessor for three full years, 
72 
bein g elected twice more in July of 187 1 and 1872 . 
The task of assessing and reco r ding the values of all 
the land in his district was no small job. True , most of 
t he va l ues were just brought forward the same as the year 
before , but many of them had to be revalued and many indeed 
were the complaints and arguments he had to undergo . One 
of Walker ' s strongest traits seems to be his inherent friend -
liness and his desire to be a friend to all . It must have 
been very hard on him to turn down childhood friends or nea r 
neighbors in their requests for reassessments . The final 
decision lay with him in all cases for at this time there 
was no app eal except to the Commissioner of the Revenue in 
the county and the record shows that he was too busy to serve 
73 
as a court of appeal. 
The task took many hours of painstaking work and study , 
not to mention travel and letter - writing. Walker's account 
70. Spotsylvania Court Order Book, 1870. 
71 . Spotsylvania Land Book , 1869 - 1873 . 
72 . Spotsylvania Court · Order Book, 1871 and 1872 . 
73. Ibid . 
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books a·t the Court House are none too neat for the f _irst 
year. His handwriting was already atrocious and soI_lle of 
the entries are almost impossible to decipher. Toward the 
end of his work in as~essing , his entries be cbme clearer and 
74 
more log ical without as much scratching out and ch anging . 
Even bad as it was the firs t year, it would have been im-
possible for Walk to have done i t with the amount of education 
he received hefore the war, so this lends countenance to the 
belief that he must have done some studying aftEr his retu rn. 
One characteristic the accounting work developed strong ly 
in Walker - from that time on he was most pa.lnstaking _ in 
carefully recording al l his own personal financia l mat t ers 
. 75 
of t he smal l est type. We have one of his pe tty cash books 
dur 1ng his college years and it shows the evident desire 
to keep accounts which showed the dis positio n of eve ry 
76 
penny . The new elective position did not carry any sala r y 
with it ; all the time and se rv ice he had away from his farm 
was gi ven to the people who had elected him . It seems pro -
bable that he must have had some hired help 1·or some of the 
time for othe r wise keeping up so many tasks would have bee n 
impos sible for him. 
Life at t he li t tle ho u se on the hi ll ran slow ly onward 
without much change of any kind. Things were in better shape 
and gradua ll y improving once more . The family was beginning 
to wi tmess happier days again as their financial. st ·a tus rose 
74. Ibid. 
75. E. M. Decker. 
76. Petty Cash Book of Decket . 
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slightl y but steadily . It was with an easier heart that 
Walk and Louisa were able to dr eam in the i r beds as the 
strange murmur of the f a l l s of the Rappahanock not far 
f r om home lulled them to sleep each night . 
One year and a few days after the birth of their firs t 
child , the little home was blessed with the arrival' of a 
77 
second daughter. She was born on May 14 , 187 1. Lou isa 
was strong and healthy when little Ruth was born, and she 
did not suffer so terribly as \'!hen. her first baby came into 
78 
the world . Both mother and child prospered and.Walker 
became the proud papa of a g rowing baby girl . It must have 
been a double joy to them after their first bereavement to 
have such a fine child . We can ea·sily imagine -Walker the 
first ti me he took the baby to church ; smiling and re ceiving 
con g ratulations , he must have been a happy man with his 
baby and his fine little wife by his side . At last the 
family was complete. 
Walker and Louisa decided la t e in 187 1 that they wanted 
to make Fountain Bluff their home for good and all . Ac-
cordingly another family deal was arranged . The Deed Book 
shows that Walker ga ve up his claim to the Red House pro -
pe r ty in exchange fo r which he took over the 236 - a cre place 
at Fountain Bluff . The deal was officially compl eted on 
79 
J anuary 2 , 1sr12 , and for tlle fir s t time , the family was 
li ving on property which they owned . 
In the spring of 1873 Walker ga ve up his job as assessor . 
77 . Spotsylvania Birth Kegister , 18'11. 
78 . Harris . 
79 . Spo t syl vania Deed Book , l8'l l. 
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The records do not reveal whether he was defeated 
at the polls or whethe r he declined to run agai n fo r 
the post . That fall his f r ie nd Colonel John Alr ic k 
who was the treasurer of the county asked Walk to 
serve under him as a deputy and ·walk agreed . He wa s 
81 
swor n in November 29 , 1873 . 'l'he new t ask he had as -
sumed was ha r der t han his fi r st one if that was possible . 
r stead of assessing he now had t o collect the truces . 
In t hose days the c ol l ector simply rode around on 
horseback and asked f or the sums ordered at the ua rious 
82 
homes . I t must have taken a considerable number of 
hours on horseback to c olle c t some of t hose debts . 
For two l ong happy years the fami l y l i ved t ogethe r 
in the peace of a Christian home where di s cord was 
unheard of and ki ndness was thei r joy ; then the heavy 
hand of .tragedy crept i n again and stole away tha t 
happiness . 
Louisa was to have had her third baby about the 
mi dd l e of Ju ne , but late in February both she and Walke r 
fell ver; ill wi t h pneumon ia. They were si ck in the 
same room on the second floor of their dea rl y l oved 
li t tle home . WaJ.ker 1 s sisters Belle and Mollie nursed 
them carefully and patiently as best th~y could . One 
or the other of the two ladies was there all the time , 
preparing meals and making things easy as possible fo r 
two inva l ids . Baby Huth stayed there at the home al l 
8 1. Ibid . 
82 . C. Ches l ey . 
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during the sickness . Walk f ell ill a few days after 
83 
Lou and he had the worst case; he was ·also able to 
bear it with the greatest resistance. 
Mrs. Declrnr I s lungs were it1 very bad condition, 
and it was no t hard to see that she was slipping badly. 
Dr. Carmicha~i atte nd ed her all throu gh the illness. 
One day when she was only semi - concious the · doctor was 
giving her a little whiskey wit h a teaspoon when Walk 
said, "Doct or , you say you know she's going to die . 
They why do you g ive her t hat whiskey?" He stuck by 
his principles even the life 's darkest hours . 
The doctor su gg ested to him tnat _-the stimulant 
would let her die more easily; the loving husband 
told him to go ahead bJ doing all he couid to lessen her 
84 
pain . 
85 
Lou isa passed away in great suffering on March 14 
and was bvried next to her first baby a few days late r. 
Major James Powers Smith , for many ye.ars the Presbyterian 
minister in Fredericksburg , preached her funeral service 
which VJalt was forced not to attend because of his o\·m 
acute illness . Major Smith had served prom inently 
throu gh the . war on th e staff o:f General T . J. Jackson 
and was with Jackson at his dea th. The text of the 
service was, "Blessed in the sight of the Lord is the 
86 
death of his saints ." 
The overwh e1min3 sense of :loss that swept over Walk 
83. H. W. Decker. 
84 . Harris. 85 . Walker Jobn Decker Family Bib le (hereafte r cited as 
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was wel l- nigh impossib l e . He must have wondered over 
and over again how his Maker could allow one man to 
bear so much suffering. Just when their life togethe r 
was reaching full blossom and they had everything to 
live for , her life was taken ~ It was har d for the de -
vout Wal ker to underst rmd and 11 ttle wonder . Ruth was 
too young to understand, but sometimes as she grew older , 
she, too , must ha ve felt t he press of unutterable l one -
liness . 
Both father and child were utterly devoted .to Louisa 
and it is ha rd to express in words what a deep and terrible 
.shock her death was . 
Walk did not wish to stay longer at Fountain Bluff . 
It was heavy with swee t memories that cu t into his soul 
like a sharp knife . Furthermore , a father and a baby 
daug h te r were in no condition to or ganize and maintain 
a house . Ruth and her daddy consequently moved to 
Gravel Hill where he put himself under the kind minis t ra -
tion s of his beloved sisters no t to mention his mother 
and father v:ho still lived ther . Dick and Ellie l"ef t 
the Red House and took over the little house on the 
87 
hill in the man:ier of an exchan ge . No dee d marks t his 
as a legal trade ; it was just a chan ge in dv,ell ing 
pla c es . They wer e a.11 settled in their new homes b_y the 
beginning of the summer of 1874 . 
Exa c tly two weelrn after his wife ' s death Walker was 
87 . Thompson. 
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elected the cler k of Chencellor Tovmship . Th is was 
a small tasl{ and had to do largely with organizing and 
89 
managing juries and planning local elections . Walk 
could not ha ve campaigned fo r the job for he had bee n 
sick for o_ver a month before his election . The kind 
people of the dis tri ct pro bably gave it to him as an 
expression of their sorrow at his loss and thei r r e-
spect for him . The Court Ord er Book does not record 
the swearing in of Walker for h is new job so it is 
89 
probable that he decl ined this latest position ; a t 
any rate he neve r served as clerk of the township . He 
did keep up his work as deputy treasurer under Alrich. 
Walke r seemed to want to soothe away his bitterness 
vii th hard vrork; he labored incessantly on the Hed House 
place and was away from the house at long stretches. 
His mother and h is sister , Ann Alrich , ·were particularly 
90 
s·trong in guiding him during t his period . He went 
down to Ann ' s house often to tallc to her and to receive 
her council. 
He took a greater interest in church work and pro -
91 
bably gave more time to quiet thought . In his stress 
and tr ouble it was only na tural that his mind shou ld 
turn ba ck to his long - smothered desire to be co me a ministe r. 
His mothe r was very much in fa vor of the step and Ann 
begged him to go ahead and do it . The immediate cause 
88 . Spotsylvania Court Order Book , 1873 . 
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of his desire for chan g e was, of course, the death of 
his wife . However , many other forces had been bui l ding 
toward that high peak in his career fo r a number of 
years gone by. One of t he pe r sons who may have influenced 
92 
him considerably was John Willis, for mor e than half 
a century pas tor of varied Baptist churches in Culpeper 
County. Walk knew and admired Mr . Willis and that gentl. e -
man probably aided him in his decision. 
We can ne ver know of the final decision . It is 
interesting to specu l ate about it. Was he out walking 
through the woods he love d ? Was he pausing br iefly 
behind the shining, ancient pl ow in a lo ng black furrow? 
He may ha ve been worshipping at Zoan . 
He probably announced h is decisio n to-his friends 
at the church and r ec eived tbAir approbation firs t. 
During the month of April in the year of 1876, he re-
ceived his license to pe r form marriages after swearing 
93 
allegiance to the Commonwealth of Vi r ginia . 
On the first Sunday i n the month of November h is 
presbytery mot and discussed him. 'fhey in cluded Warren 
94 
G. Roane, Joseph A. Bil l ingsley , and J ohn C. Willis. 
Of t hes e we have no t met Mr. Roane . He was a pasto r in 
western Orange County and F luvanna for many years ; no 
ot he r connect io n between him and Walker i~ recorded. 
The candidate wa s examined, a r,proved, and · ordained , 
92 . Ibid . 
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all in the same day . 'l'he ordination crune in the regular 
way ; Mr. Willis preac hed the sermon, Mr. Roane gave the 
ordination praye r, and Mr. Billingsley presented the 
Bible . Each man of the litt l e pre sbytery gripped tne 
candidate 's hand in the right hand of' fellowship, and 
95 
then Walker gave the benediction. Walker was now a 
mi nister in the s i ght of both God and man. 
"Brothe r Decker is modest , earnest and studious, 
and has the confidence of those ·who know him , and it is 
hoped that a career of usefulness in the Master's cause 
96 
is ahead of him . 11 They could no t see the years of go od 
and bountiful harvest that lay in the not too far distant 
future . 
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